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Summary 

A programme of field surveying was undertaken on all extensive areas of limestone pavement within 

the Ingleborough massif and on Scales Moor in North Craven in North Yorkshire as well on 

pavements on the limestone plateau of the Westmorland Dales. Twenty-three pavements around 

Ingleborough and twelve in the Westmorland Dales were investigated by teams of volunteers working 

to a common template. The purpose of the survey was to locate, identify and describe large slabs of 

limestone that, at some point in the past, had been ripped from the clints (the blocks of solid rock 

forming the pavement surface) and deliberately set in a vertical position rammed into the grikes (the 

voids or cracks between the clints). For the purpose of the project, these slabs were called ‘placed 

stones’ to suggest some element of thought or symbolism among those who had set them in position 

rather than merely an idle act of reshaping the landscape, though the accepted archaeological term is 

‘stone settings’. The project also looked into the spatial relationships between the placed stones/stone 

settings and prehistoric burial cairns and prominent landscape features: many cairns, in particular, 

seem to subjectively relate to stone settings.   

A total of 199 features were logged around Ingleborough (128 in Phase 1 and 71 in Phase 2) and 67 

in Westmorland (37 and 32 respectively), categorised as individual stone settings, linear alignments 

and stone arrangements.  

Because all the stone settings are colonised to a varying extent by a range of lichen species, 

lichenologist Allan Pentecost was engaged to identify species on a representative number of stones 

and to offer thoughts as to what his findings might add to the project’s attempts to understand the 

rationale behind placing the settings. This line of thought proved to be a red herring. 

The article concludes by suggesting a prehistoric provenance for the stone settings. 

For full details of Phase 1 see Johnson et al (2020) and for Westmorland Dougherty et al (2021). 
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Locational context 

On the limestone pavements which surround Ingleborough and occur across Scales Moor, in 

the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) section of the administrative area of North Craven 

on the western extremity of North Yorkshire, broadly on or between the 300m and 400m 

contours, there are discrete areas where slabs of pavement have been riven off and set 

vertically in grikes. In some instances the slabs occur in isolation or in grouped 

arrangements; in others they were clearly set out in an organised manner as linear settings, 

such as one which has an intermittent line forming a curvilinear arrangement which seems to 

‘connect’ two small burial cairns.  Some pavements are too shattered to have made stone 

settings feasible. The distribution of surveyed pavements around Ingleborough is shown on 

Fig. 1.  
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Limestone pavements in the Westmorland Dales occur between the 300m and 410m 

contours in the civil parishes of Great Asby, Crosby Ravensworth, Orton; and 340-460m in 

Ravenstonedale within the extension area of the YDNP (Fig. 2). The bulk of the pavements 

surveyed lie between the M6 motorway and the Potts Valley on the eastern edge of Little 

Asby Scar. The Fell End Clouds and Stennerskeugh Clouds area lies as an outlier further 

east under the western slopes of Wild Boar Fell (Fig. 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Distribution of surveyed pavements around Ingleborough 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 2 Distribution of surveyed pavements in the Westmorland Dales, areas 1-11 
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All of the area surveyed is Access Land under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act (2000) 

some is designated Site of Special Scientific Interest and includes the Great Asby Scar 

National Nature Reserve. The survey area contains a number of prehistoric sites as 

recorded on the Heritage Environment Record and shown on the maps of individual 

pavements. Castle Folds settlement (NY6500 0935), Gamelands Stone Circle (NY6400 

0825), Howenook Pike Cairn (NY6035 0990) and Rayseat Long Cairn (NY6839 0723) are 

amongst the larger and better-known sites in the vicinity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Distribution of surveyed pavements in the Westmorland Dales, area 12 

The pavements are listed in an essentially west to east pattern and the National Grid 

Reference given for each pavement is approximately at the centre of the location: 

1. Crosby Ravensworth Fell (NY604 101) from just east of the M6 and west of the 

B6260. 

2. Orton Scar/Beacon Hill/Gaythorne Plain (NY641 111) from east of the B6260 to wall 

running south-west/north-east towards Hollin Stump. Zero finds recorded at this 

location. 

3. North-west of Knott Trig Point (NY645 093) 

4. Knott (NY658 095) 

5. East of Knott (NY653 090) 

6. North-west of Castle Folds, Great Asby Scar (N 649 097) 

7. North-east of Castle Folds, Great Asby Scar (NY659 095) 

8. Little Kinmond (NY665 094) 

9. Great Kinmond (NY675 093) 

10. Grange Scar and Lousy Brow (NY681 094) 

11. Little Asby Scar (NY695 090) 

12. Fell End Cloud/Stennerskeugh Clouds (NY741 001) 

Such settings were known, prior to fieldwork for the project, to occur on the topmost 

limestone terrace between Falls Foot and the valley of Chapel-le-Dale, on Scales Moor, 
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between Sulber and Thieves Moss on Moughton, on Clapdale Scars, Thwaite Scars and 

Long Scar. Equally, it was known from earlier field walking, not aimed at recording stone 

settings, that not all limestone pavements have such standing slabs. It was observed in this 

early stage that many of the identified settings have partial or full lichen cover with white and 

orange/yellow species predominant. Evidence of any previous surveys was not located – 

and certainly not published or submitted to the YDNPA Historic Environment Record (HER) 

– on any aspects of this perplexing aspect of Ingleborough’s and Westmorland’s past.  

In drawing up a strategy for field surveying the fundamental aim was established as 

identifying and mapping those tracts of limestone pavement which have settings and those 

that do not. Beyond this, it was important to compile detailed surveys of areas of limestone 

pavement that do have settings using a range of techniques. Given the perceived potential 

significance of specific lichen species their distribution on stone settings was also an 

important objective at the micro scale. Also at the micro scale, patterns and arrangements of 

stone settings were to be identified and attempts made to suggest explanations of what they 

signified together with hypothesising roughly when the various settings were fixed within 

grikes, whether in modern or prehistoric times. 

Rationale 

No previous surveys have been undertaken – and certainly not published or submitted to the 

YDNPA Historic Environment Record (HER) – on any aspects of this perplexing aspect of 

Ingleborough’s past, so the field of potential study was effectively wide open. It was not 

known how many tracts of limestone pavement have stone settings either around 

Ingleborough or in the Westmorland Dales so it was perceived to be worthwhile organising 

detailed surveys of areas of pavement initially to distinguish between those lacking and 

those possessing settings. Beyond this, on pavements with identified settings it was 

considered valid in research terms to employ a range of surveying techniques to compile a 

database of characteristics to attempt explanations and inform interpretation of individual 

settings as well as those seen in linear alignments or tight groupings.  

Furthermore analysis might provide a suggested explanation of roughly when, and why, the 

various settings were set within grikes, whether in modern or prehistoric times. To this end, 

the initial project design anticipated that this might, in part, be achieved by identifying 

colonising lichen species and proportional aerial coverage on individual stone settings.  

Methodology 

The prime surveying technique concentrated on the use of a mapping-grade GPS hand-held 

device to plot the location of stone settings to 8-figure NGR determinations at ±3m accuracy. 

At each setting – individual, linear alignments and clustered groupings – a photographic 

record of each stone setting was compiled showing each setting in side profile, face on, and 

in its landscape context. Detailed measurements of stone settings (rock type, range of 

widths, length, orientation, maximum height above pavement surface, maximum depth below 

pavement surface) were taken during Phase 1 (in 2019) in both survey areas (Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4 White Scars, Ingleborough: volunteers at work (David Johnson) 

An estimate was made for each setting of the percentage cover of lichen on the obverse and 

reverse faces of each setting, and on the top surface of flat-topped settings, along with 

comparison between lichen cover above and below the level of the limestone pavement 

concerned. 

Field notes included sketch plans of linear or clustered arrangements, using a common 

record form template. A proforma recording sheet was completed for each isolated setting,  

alignment and grouping with all boxes on the sheet filled in as appropriate. If a given 

pavement had no stone settings, a single recording sheet was marked as such and 

submitted with completed sheets. Team leaders kept hold of their survey sheets which were 

completed by various team members. The proformas were provided by the project leader. 

Digital photographs were taken of each isolated stone, arrangement or alignment to show 

them in their landscape context (Fig. 5). In addition, more detailed photographs were taken, 

as appropriate to each situation. Each detailed shot had a 1m-ranging pole in view, and the 

direction of view was also recorded. Each team compiled an overall photographic record 

sheet for all the pavements it had surveyed; photographic record sheets were provided by 

the project leader. In addition, a general photograph was taken to show the nature of each 

pavement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  An isolated setting on Little Asby Scar in its landscape context (Carol Dougherty)  
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To guarantee the identification of lichen species, with the twin aims of identifying factors 

accounting for the presence of different species, and the comparison of cover above and 

below ground level, the professional services of Dr Allan Pentecost were secured as it is 

such a specialised task. 

Logistics 

Team leaders chose which areas around Ingleborough they preferred to work on. Each 

pavement was given a code number (1-23 around Ingleborough, 1-12 in Westmorland). 

Around Ingleborough the discrete pavements – some of which had no stone settings – were 

divided up among three survey teams, each with a trained volunteer leader; in the 

Westmorland Dales all work was undertaken by the same group of three volunteers. Small 

pavements were completed in less than half a day; larger ones required more than one day.  

Team leaders made initial contact with each of their members to pass on critical information, 

as necessary and appropriate; and liaised with members to fix survey days, transport 

arrangements and meeting points and times. Each team leader was responsible for ensuring 

their team had the necessary equipment – personal and safety – for each survey day. This 

consisted of a set of profoma recording sheets, a set of photographic record sheets, a 

camera, a GPS receiver with spare batteries, a 1m ranging pole, a pocket tape measure, a 

30m tape measure, a magnetic compass, a surface area template (for estimating lichen 

cover), clipboards, and appropriate PPE.  

On Phase 1 all fieldwork was completed, and records submitted to the project leader, by the 

end of September 2019. Each team leader submitted a succinct but detailed report on each 

of its pavements with description and analysis and also a hypothesis about when, why and 

by whom the stones might have been placed. These were drawn together into the overall 

project report by the project leader for submission to ‘Stories in Stone’ by December 2019.  

Phase 2 

Fieldwork for Phase 2 was aimed at talking forward what was gleaned from Phase 1; this 

was undertaken in 2020-21. In a pioneer surveying exercise such as this it is perhaps 

inevitable that lessons were learned during Phase 1: in analysing the initial results it became 

clear that several variables had not been considered, not by human error rather because 

they had simply not been included in the survey brief. The key ones that were taken forward 

during Phase 2 involved identifying on the ground any obvious sight lines from individual 

settings, linear or grouped arrangements to prominent landscape features (knolls, 

depressions, nicks on the skyline) or anthropomorphic features such as burial cairns, 

followed by estimating the distance between settings and features from topographical 

mapping.  

Furthermore, distance between settings and visible burial cairns was measured or estimated 

depending on logistical considerations, and an angle of sight was taken using a magnetic 

compass from each setting to each cairn. In addition, for every setting – in isolation or within 

a linear or clustered grouping – a note was made of all settings with visible chock (or 

packing) stones holding the setting firmly in place. This variable was introduced for a very 

simple reason: settings with chockstones own a far greater probability of having been placed 

by human agency rather than by natural forces. 
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One other variable was included for Phase 2 but trial surveys soon led to its being discarded. 

The aim had been to look for evidence that the top edges of settings were either naturally 

fluted or had been worked by human agency. This, however, proved impossible to determine 

because – almost by definition – all exposed limestone edges are heavily weathered and, 

assuming the settings have been in place for a considerable period of time, it is impossible 

to decide if fluting was natural or not. Empirical evidence showed the flaws in this objective. 

Phase 2 was also broadened in scope by incorporating settings that did not totally meet the 

Phase 1 criteria which were deliberately tight. Thus each pavement from Phase 1 was 

walked over again to identify settings not absolutely jammed into grikes or fully vertical, as 

long as the angle of repose was slight and the setting clearly placed rather than naturally 

moved. Similarly, at the outset smaller settings were to be included but this was also 

discarded after the trail surveys as the number would have run into many hundreds per 

pavement, most of which would prove to be naturally-displaced stones. In the Ingleborough 

area a total of 71 new settings were added to the overall list, and in the Westmorland Dales 

32. 

Last but not least a small number of linear or clustered arrangements were selected if they 

appeared in any way to stand out from the rest (see below): these were recorded as 

measured, scale plans. On Ingleborough two linear arrangements and one set of individual 

settings seemingly aligned on nearby burial cairns were drawn while one linear arrangement 

was selected on a limestone pavement to the east of Knott in Great Asby parish, 

Westmorland.   

Pavements surveyed: Ingleborough               

Table 1 Stone settings, Ingleborough: Phase 1 and 2 – locational data  

Pavement 
code 

Pavement name Phases NGR 
SD 

(centre) 
 

1 Clapdale Scars 1 745 710 
2 Thwaite Scars 1 763 710 
3 Crummack Long Scar 1 770 730 
4 Sulber (west) 1 775 735 
5 South House  1 and 2 774 740 
6 Sulber (east) 1 and 2 785 735 
7 Moughton Scars 1 and 2 784 725 
8 Moughton 1 and 2 787 715 
9 Moughton Long Scar 1 and 2  790 705 
10 White Scars & 

Lead Mine Moss 
1 and 2 723 742 

11 above Raven Scar 1 and 2 730 752 
12 Harry Hallam’s Moss 1 and 2 735 755 

  13a Southerscales west 1 and 2 741 762 
 13b Southerscales east 1 and 2 743 767 
14 Douk Cave Pasture 1 744 766 
15 Scar Close 1 750 775 
16 Sleights Pasture Rocks 1 and 2 758 780 
17 Gauber High Pasture 1 766 784 
18 Colt Park Wood

a 
1 775 775 

19 Scales Moor 1 and 2 720 770 
20 Fell Close 2 770 730 
21 Gauber Cow Pasture 2 773 784 
22 Oxenber Wood 2 783 684 
23 Selside Shaw 2 783 772 

a
 see Fig. 6 
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In Phase 1 19 pavements were surveyed (Table 1 and Fig. 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Colt Park Wood: a completely-vegetated pavement                                                                              

with no settings (David Johnson) 

The discussion in the next three team sections collates Phase 1 and Phase 2 results. Of the 

85 discrete records across all Ingleborough pavements, 53 were classified as ‘individual 

stones’ meaning they occurred in isolation from other placed stones; six records were 

classified as ‘stone lines’, meaning several stone settings formed a loose but clearly 

identifiable linear pattern; and the remaining 12 were classified as ‘stone arrangements’, 

meaning several stone slabs had been set together in a creative way. 

Team A (Phase 1) surveyed stone settings across twelve limestone pavements though, 

given the physical nature and unlikely occurrence of placed stones, the team leader covered 

four of these on his own using the buddy system, and a further pavement with the help of a 

friend. Thus the team dealt with seven pavements (Table 2). 

Table 2 Team A: pavements surveyed in Phase 1 and 2 

Pavement 
no. 

Pavement name No. of                          
stone settings 
recorded, Ph. 1 

No. of   
settings 

recorded, Ph. 2 

1 Clapdale Scars 7 0 
2 Thwaite/Long Scar 3 0 
4 Sulber (west) 2 0 
5 South House Pavement 6 0 
9 Moughton Long Scar 6 2 

10 White Scars 13 6 
13 Southerscales Scars 9 8 
14 Douk Cave Pasture 0 n/a 
15 Scar Close 0 n/a 
16 Sleights Pasture Rocks 1 0 
17 Gauber High Pasture 0 n/a 
18 Colt Park Wood 0 n/a 
20 Fell Close 0 17 
21 Gauber Cow Pasture 0 4 
23 Selside Shaw 0 1 
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Stone lines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Southerscales Scars: a stone line with volunteer Miles Newman                                                      

providing a scale (David Johnson) 

Pavement no. 1, code 1.4: two stones standing in line; code 1.5: four stones were still 

standing seen in a line 16m in total length. 

Pavement no. 5, code 5.1: four stones still standing only 1.6m in total length. 

Pavement no. 9, code 9.6: 17 stones, with only two still erect, over a length of 8m with a 

further set consisting of piles of pebbles 7.5m in length. 

Pavement no. 10, code 10.11: three still-standing stones over a total length of 50m. 

Pavement no. 13, code 13.5: eight stones, with two still erect, over a total length of 8m (Fig. 

7); code 13.12: two stones 3.25m apart in the same grike. Pavement no. 16, code 16.1: ten 

(or possibly 11) still-standing stones over a length of 6m. 

Stone arrangements 

Pavement no. 1, code 1.3: seven discrete stones placed in a broadly circular form within a 

radius of 2.5m with only the two largest still fully erect.   

Pavement no. 5, code 5.2: three large stones leaning against each other in a roughly tripod 

pattern (Fig. 8). 

Pavement no. 10, code 10.8: two still-standing stones set end to end; code 10.16: 2 stones 

standing at right-angles to each other, almost touching (50mm apart at the base) 

Pavement no. 13, code 13.4: two still-standing stones facing each other; code 13.10: one 

large setting with several others in contact with it; code 13.11: two stones; code 13.14: two 

stones touching each other; code 13.15 and 13.16: two pairs of two stones touching each 

other. 
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Fig. 8 South House Pavement: an arrangement of three stones                                                                 

(David Johnson) 

Profiles 

Out of the 47 individual records from Phase 1, no less than 25 stones across eight of the 12 

pavements have very distinctive shapes when seen in profile (Figs. 9 and 10), namely on 

pavement numbers 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 16, and team members felt moved to give them 

appropriate names. Thus, for example, stone 1.2 became the dog, 1.6 the hedgehog, and 

13.1 the rocking horse. Several have large (natural) notches in the profile, either on one side 

or the top face (nos. 1.7, 13.2, 13.4, 13.8); one has a scalloped edge (13.7); and one had 

been propped up on a smaller stone below (13.9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Moughton Long Scar (500mm scale) (David Johnson) 
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Fig. 10 Moughton Long Scar: a placed stone seen in profile                                                                                    

(David Johnson) 

Size 

As stated earlier, various measurements were recorded (Table 3).  

Table 3 Team A: summary of measurements, both phases 

Height above 
pavement surface 

(mm) 

Depth below 
(mm) 

Width of 
face (mm) 

Minimum 
thickness  

(mm) 

Maximum 
thickness 

(mm) 
 

<100  =  3 < 100 = 1 < 100 = 0 < 50 = 21 < 100 = 12 
100 – 299 = 13 100 – 199 = 5 100 – 199 = 4 50 – 99 = 10 100 – 149 = 12 
300 – 499 = 21 200 – 299 = 11 200 – 299 = 6 100 – 149 = 2 150 – 159 = 3 
500 – 699 = 10 300 – 399 = 9 300 – 399 = 8 150 – 199 = 2 160 – 199 = 6 
700 – 999 =  6 400 – 499 = 11 400 – 499 = 7 200+ = 2 200 – 249 = 6 
1m+ = 1 500 – 599 = 2 500 – 599 = 5  250+ = 7 
 600 – 699 = 3 600 – 699 = 6   
 700+ =4 700 – 799 = 6   

  800 – 899 = 4   
  900 – 999 = 2   
  1m+ = 11   

 

One of the criteria for inclusion was visibility from more than just a few metres and, as seen 

in column 1 in Table 3, about half of all stones fell within the range of 300-700mm above the 

general height of the limestone pavement surface into which they had been set, with 40 per 

cent falling within the 300-499mm range. This allows the stones to be seen from ± 20m or 

so, though not from great distances. Another criterion was the degree of solidity of the 

placed stones within the grikes – they had to be immovable. It follows that stones set deeply 

are more likely to have survived erect than any loosely set. Thus, the data show that only 

five stones were set less than 200mm below the pavement surface, and that 32 per cent had 
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been rammed in to a depth exceeding 500mm, with some depths exceeding 700mm. They 

had been placed in position to endure (for ever perhaps?).  

Whereas the impression is gained from examining settings across most of Ingleborough’s 

pavements that the height at which stones were set above the surface of the surrounding 

pavement had some significance to whoever set them in place, there is a marked contrast 

with settings seen on other geologies elsewhere in the country, such as on Exmoor where 

average heights range from 200-400mm (see below). Just as height above the pavement 

surface is seen as indicative of significance, the width of the faces of stone settings must 

also be taken into account, with the corollary that some stones had clearly been selected for 

their distinctive shape whether or not they were wide: tall narrow ones appear among those 

recorded. As Table 3 shows, a wide range of widths was noted with little variation among the 

categories between 200-299mm and 800-899mm: no particular range stands out. Taking the 

pavements as a whole, it is impossible to underestimate the importance given to shape: 

those who set the stones in place were beyond doubt influenced by what some today might 

deem ‘wierd’ shapes.  

From the statistical data collected it is clear that most stones had been chosen for setting by 

virtue of their low thickness readings though it is patently obvious that it would have been 

impossible to ram really thick stones into narrow grikes and thick stones rammed into wide 

grikes would have disappeared from sight as deeper grikes tend to be wider. Thus, minimum 

thickness is dominantly below 100mm (72 per cent) and maximum thickness below 150mm.  

Lichen cover 

As originally conceived, it was the intention to compare the extent of lichen cover above the 

pavement surface with that below but it very soon became apparent that this aim was ill-

conceived: in most cases it was impossible to see below the surface. This particular part of 

the field surveying therefore concentrated on estimating the percentage lichen cover above 

the pavement surface, and on noting which stones have large parts covered in either white 

or yellow/orange lichen species. No attempt was made by the field team to identify species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Crummack Long Scar: a lichen-coated stone                                                                                  

(David Johnson) 
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Every single stone has lichen cover on one or both faces and on the top surface, and a clear 

contrast was noted between those facing between south or west and those facing east or 

north. For those facing south or west 41 per cent have full lichen cover, 27 per cent between 

60 and 90 per cent cover, and 32 per cent less than 60 per cent cover. The comparative 

figures for those facing east or north are 78 per cent with full cover, 22 per cent between 60 

and 90 per cent cover and none with less than 60 per cent cover. 

Fifteen stones have substantial colonisation by yellow or orange lichen species (Fig. 11), 

across five pavements; 12 have similar colonisation levels of white lichen species, across 

four pavements. 

Team B surveyed stone settings across three limestone pavements, no. 19 being vast in 

area (Table 4). 

Table 4 Team B: pavements surveyed in Phase 1 

Pavement 
    no. 

Pavement name No. of 
settings 

recorded, Ph. 1 

No. of  
settings 

recorded, Ph. 2 
 

     11 Above Ravenscar         6 2 

     12 Harry Hallams Moss       16 3 

     19 Scales Moor       13 9 

   Total        35 14 

 

Of the 35 discrete records most were classified as individual stones, three as ‘stone lines’ 

and the remaining five as ‘stone arrangements’. 

Stone lines 

Pavement no. 12, code 12.6: 13 stones are still standing in a curvilinear line 130m in total 

length between two burial cairns.  

Pavement no. 12, code 12.10: six stones standing amongst walling, forming an arc from east 

to west and 17m in length. The line is at one end of a large sub-circular enclosure. 

Pavement no. 12, code 12.11: seven stones standing amongst walling, forming an arc from 

east to west and 9m in length (Fig. 12). The line is opposite 12.10 and at one end of a large 

sub-circular enclosure. 

Pavement no. 19, code 19.17: three stones aligned in a sinuous line. 
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Fig. 12 Harry Hallam’s Moss: stone line 12.11 (Carol Howard) 

Stone arrangements 

Pavement no. 11, code 11.4: two stones in the same long grike 2.4m apart. 

Pavement no. 12, code 12.12: two stones adjacent to one another in a grike. 

Pavement no. 12, code 12.16: two stones at right-angles to one another on a burial mound. 

Pavement no. 12, code 12.17: two stones side by side in the same grike. 

Pavement no. 19, code 19.11: five stones in a broadly square formation 7m x 4m x 5m x 3m; 

one of these stones was quite distinctive being tall (490mm above the pavement) and 

rectangular in shape. Two further fallen stones were found amongst the group 

Profiles 

Two stones were found to be of a distinctive zoomorphic shape on Pavement 19. Stone 19.8 

has the shape of a horse’s head whilst setting 19.12 appeared, with a degree of imagination, 

to look like the head of a rabbit (Fig. 13). 

Almost all the stones on Pavement 11 and Pavement 12 were set in a horizontal plane, ie 

with width greater than height: 83 per cent on pavement 11 and 92 per cent on Pavement 

12.1 However, Pavement 19 was quite different with 62 percent set horizontally but a 

substantial 38 per cent being vertical in alignment. Could this be because Pavement 19 is 

very extensive, the largest in the whole survey, so tall vertical stones were likely to be seen 

more easily? 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1
 There is a high level of probability that these stones were deliberately set in the horizontal plane to 

avoid their being seen from afar. 
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Fig. 13 Scales Moor: stone setting 19.12 (Sheila Gordon) 

Size 

As seen in column 1 in Table 5 most of the stones fell within the range of 300-700mm above 

the general height of the limestone pavement surface with 57 per cent falling within the 300-

499mm range. With regard to the solidity of stone settings, there were only two stones set 

less than 100mm below the pavement surface; the majority came within the range of 200-

399mm (60 per cent) whilst thirteen (30 per cent) were rammed into a depth of 400mm or 

more. The minimum thickness was ±10mm and the maximum over 250mm.  

Table 5 Team B: summary of measurements 

Height above 
pavement surface 

(mm) 

    Depth below 
         (mm) 

    Width of 
    face (mm) 

      Minimum 
      thickness 
        (mm) 

    Maximum 
    thickness 
       (mm) 

 

<100 = 0 <100 = 2 <100 = 0 <50 = 12 <100 = 6 

100 – 299 = 8 100 – 199 = 4 100 – 199 = 0 50 – 99 = 2 100 – 149 = 7 

300 – 499 = 27 200 – 299 = 17 200 – 299 = 3 100 – 149 = 4 150 – 159 = 2 

500 – 699 = 10 300 – 399 = 9 300 – 399 = 5 150 – 199 = 0 160 – 199 = 1 

700 – 999 = 2 400 – 499 = 3 400 – 499 = 7 200+ = 1 200 – 249 = 2 

 500 – 599 = 6 500 – 599 = 8  250+ = 1 

 600 – 699 = 0 600 – 699 = 5   

 700 – 799 = 4 700 – 799 = 6   

  800 – 899 = 4   

  900 – 999 = 1   

  1m+ = 8   

 

Lichen cover 

The surveys on Pavements 11, 12 and 19 showed little difference in percentage cover in 

relation to the direction the stone settings were facing. Full lichen cover was found on 13 per 
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cent of stones facing in any direction. For those facing south or west 29 per cent had 

between 60-90 per cent cover and those facing east or north 29 per cent. For the stones 

showing less than 60 per cent cover, 8 per cent were facing south or west and 10 per cent 

facing east or north. 

Twenty six stones have white lichen on them – 82 percent across three pavements – whilst 

18 stones have yellow or orange lichen species – 56 percent. 

Team C surveyed stone settings across four limestone pavements (Table 6). 

Table 6 Team C: pavements surveyed in Phase 1 

Pavement 
no. 

Pavement name No. of                         
settings 

recorded, Ph. 1 

No. of 
settings 

recorded, Ph. 2 
 

3 Crummack Long Scar   11 13 
6 Sulber East 0 n/a 
7 Moughton Scar 14 13 
8 Moughton 21 5 

Total  46 31 

 

Of the 77 discrete records, 58 were classified as ‘individual stones’ meaning they occurred in 

isolation from other stone settings; 11 records were classified as ‘stone lines’, meaning 

several stone settings formed a loose but clearly identifiable linear pattern; and the 

remaining eight were classified as a ‘stone arrangement’, meaning several stone slabs had 

been set together in a creative way. 

Stone lines include: 

Pavement no. 3, code 3.3: two stones were standing in an alignment 13m in total length 

Pavement no. 3, code 3.4: three stones still standing 30m in total length 

Pavement no. 3, code 3.9: three stones over a length of 23m  

Pavement no. 7, code 7.2: nine thin stones with a tall central stone over a length of 3.8m 

Pavement no. 7, code 7.13: three stones over a total length of 1.4m, with one apparently 

associated stone 7m to the east 

Pavement no. 8, code 8.5: three stones, two large and one smaller, over a length of 1.84m 

Pavement no. 8, code 8.16: four stones standing, one fallen, over a length of 5m (Fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14 Moughton: stone line 8.16 (John Asher) 

Stone arrangements 

There were eight clear arrangements, including on Pavement no. 8, code 8.4: four discrete 

stones placed in a close cluster with a fifth some 1.5m away (Fig. 15). Ten stones had 

apparently fallen, implying that this had been a dense and unusual cluster when first erected. 

The largest stone had a distinctive notch.  

 

 

Fig. 14 Moughton: stone arrangement 8.4 (John Asher) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 Moughton: stone arrangement 8.4 (John Asher) 

Profiles 

Out of the 77 individual records, the majority have very distinctive shapes when seen in 

profile, such as on Pavement numbers 3, 7 and 8, and team members felt moved to give 

them appropriate names. Thus, stone 3.6 became a lion or dog, 7.2 and 8.17 were 

reminiscent of birds, 7.5 (Fig. 16), 8.4, 8.13 (Fig. 17) and 8.14 of animals or animal heads. 

Six have large (natural) notches in the profile, either on one side or the top face (nos. 7.1, 

7.9, 7.13 [two], 8.5 and 8.9); one has a fluted top (8.16). Some 16 were triangular or pointed 

(3.3 [two], 3.4 [two], 3.5, 3.9 [three], 3.11, 7.08, 7.13, 7.14, 8.1, 8.3, 8.8, 8.19).  
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Fig. 16: Moughton Scar: stone setting 7.5 (John Asher) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 Moughton: stone setting 8.13 – a ‘camel’s head’ (John Asher) 

Size 

Various measurements were recorded with the results summarised in Table 7.  

One of the criteria for inclusion was visibility from afar and, as seen in column 1 in Table 7, 

83 per cent all stones fell within the range of 300-700mm above the general height of the 

limestone pavement surface into which they had been set. Another criterion was the degree 

of solidity of the stone settings within the grikes – they had to be immovable. It follows that 

stones set deeply are more likely to have survived erect than any loosely set. Thus, the data 

show that only seven stones were set less than 200mm below the pavement surface, and 

that 40 per cent had been rammed in to a depth exceeding 400mm. They had been placed 

in position to endure for the long term. 
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Table 7 Team C: summary of measurements  

    Height above 
pavement surface 

(mm) 

Depth below 
(mm) 

Width of 
face (mm) 

Minimum 
thickness  

(mm) 

Maximum 
thickness 

(mm) 
 

<100  =  2 < 100 = 0 < 100 = 0 < 50 = 39 < 100 = 34 
100 – 299 = 5 100 – 199 = 7 100 – 199 = 7 50 – 99 = 18 100 – 149 = 20  
300 – 499 = 31 200 – 299 = 20 200 – 299 = 12 100 – 149 = 4 150 – 159 = 3 
500 – 699 = 31 300 – 399 = 13 300 – 399 = 12 150 – 199 = 1 160 – 199 = 3 
700 – 999 = 6 400 – 499 = 12 400 – 499 = 7 200+ = 1  200 – 249 = 2 
1m+ = 0 500 – 599 = 7 500 – 599 = 6  250+ = 1 
 600 – 699 = 6 600 – 699 = 4   
 700+ = 1 700 – 799 = 7   

  800 – 899 = 5   
  900 – 999 = 5   
  1m+ = 6   

 

Just as height above the pavement surface is seen as indicative of significance, the width of 

the faces of stone settings must also be taken into account, with the corollary that some 

stones had clearly been selected for their distinctive shape whether or not they were wide: 

tall narrow ones appear among those recorded. As Table 7 shows, a wide range of face 

widths was noted; there is little significant variation among the categories: no particular 

range stands out.  

From the statistical data collected it is clear that most stones had been chosen for setting by 

virtue of their low thickness readings; maximum width of most is below 150mm (86 per cent).  

Lichen cover 

As originally conceived, it was the intention to compare the extent of lichen cover above the 

pavement surface with that below but it very soon became apparent that this aim was ill-

conceived: in most cases it was impossible to see below the surface. This particular part of 

the field surveying therefore concentrated on estimating the percentage lichen cover above 

the pavement surface, and on noting which stones have large parts covered in either white 

or yellow/orange lichen species. No attempt was made by the field team to identify species. 

Every single stone in Team C’s cohort has lichen cover on one or both faces and on the top 

surface, and a clear contrast was noted between those facing between south or west and 

those facing east or north. For those facing south or west 57 per cent have full lichen cover, 

30 per cent between 60 and 90 per cent cover, and 14 per cent less than 60 per cent cover. 

The comparative figures for those facing east or north are 80 per cent with full cover, 20 per 

cent between 60 and 90 per cent cover and none with less than 60 per cent cover. 

Thirty two stones have substantial colonisation by yellow or orange lichen species, across 

three pavements (Fig. 18); 11 have similar colonisation levels of white lichen species, across 

two pavements. 
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Fig. 18 Moughton: stone setting 8.3 showing lichen cover (John Asher) 

 

Spatial Distribution of Stone Settings: Ingleborough 

The following sequence of maps plot the spatial distribution of individual stone settings, 

shown in each case as green dots, stone arrangements as red triangles, and stone lines in 

brown (Table 8). It is stressed that the map sequence only marks those logged in Phase 1. 

Table 8 Pavements surveyed in Phase 1, Ingleborough: summary data 

Pavement Centre   
NGR 
SD 

Individual 
settings 

 
 

Linear 
arrangements 

Clustered 
arrangements 

Burial
a 

cairns 
 

1. Clapdale 745 710 4 2 1 5 
2. Thwaite 763 710 3 0 0 1 
3. Crummack Long Scar 770 730 8 3 0 0 
4. Sulber West 775 735 2 0 0 0 
5. South House 774 740 6 1 1 0 
6. Sulber East 785 735 0 0 0 0 
7. Moughton Scars 784 725 13 2 0 12 
8. Moughton 787 715 18 1 2 2 
9. Moughton Long Scar 790 705 5 1 0 6 
10. White Scar 723 742 11 1 1 11 
11. above Raven Scar 730 752 6 1 1 2 
12. Harry Hallam’s Moss 735 755 11 3 2 2 
13. Southerscales  Scar 742 763 7 1 1 3 
14. Douk Cave Pasture 744 766 0 0 0 0 
15. Scar Close 750 775 0 0 0 0 
16. Sleights Past. Rocks 758 780 1 1 0 1 
17. Gauber High Pasture 766 784 0 0 0 0 
18. Colt Park Wood 775 775 0 0 0 0 
19. Scales Moor 720 770 12 0 1 3 

a thus column notes cairns (probable burials) visible from logged settings 

As noted earlier, 14 pavements were surveyed during Phase 2 in 2020-21 of which four were 

not included in the original sample (Table 9). 
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Table 9 Pavements surveyed in Phase 2, Ingleborough: summary data 

Pavement Centre  
NGR 
SD 

Individual  
settings  

Linear 
arrangements 

 

Clustered 
arrangements 

 
 

Burial  
cairns

a
 

5.   South House - 1 0 0 0 
7.   Moughton Scar - 11  0 2 12 
8.   Moughton - 4 1 0 2 
9.   Moughton Long Scar - 1 0 0 6 
10. White Scars - 5 0 0 11 
11. Above Raven Scar - 1 0 1 2 
12. Harry Hallam’s Moss - 2 0 1 2 
13. Southerscales Scars - 2 1 5 3 
16. Sleights Pasture Rocks - 1 1 0 1 
19. Scales Moor - 8 1 0 3 
20. Fell Close 770 730 12 2 3 7 
21. Gauber Cow Pasture 773 783 4 0 0 0 
22. Oxenber Wood 782 783 0 0 0 0 
23. Selside Shaw 783 773 1  0 0 0 

  53 6 12  
a thus column notes cairns (probable burials) visible from logged settings 

Pavement 1: Clapdale Scars 

Clapdale Scars is a discrete area of limestone pavement lying to the west and south-west of 

the major meltwater valleys of Clapdale and Trow Gill, at the foot of the southern slopes of 

the Little Ingleborough massif (Fig. 19). Four isolated stone settings, two stone lines and one 

arrangement were noted on Clapdale Scars, the majority concentrated in the northern part of 

the pavement which is discontinuous and highly fractured in places. More than a dozen 

potential stone settings were seen but as they did not meet the full criteria for Phase 1 they 

were discounted from the tally. Reasons for discounting them included some not being 

immoveable – there was slight give when subjected to a vigorous shove, as opposed to 

some which were very loose so could not have stood in position for very long. These were 

not even considered for inclusion. Others were leaning at an acute angle from the horizontal 

and were in a position of repose that could have suggested natural slippage; firm candidates 

could under no circumstances have turned through ninety degrees by natural forces. Others 

barely projected above the surface of the clints, or did not extend far below.        

The arrangement takes the form of six large slabs, two still upright, the others tilted or fallen 

but clearly formerly in a vertical position therefore valid. The two largest slabs – the still 

upright ones – are at right-angles to each other while the other, smaller slabs are arranged 

over an area 2m by 2m with a fallen slab centrally placed. One of the stone lines lies 6m 

south-east of the arrangement and consists of two stones 2.5m apart but clearly set as a 

pair. The other alignment extends over a distance of 16m with four large slabs set vertically 

in line.  

The northern cluster of stone settings, including the arrangement, is in close spatial 

relationship with four monuments recorded on the YDNPA HER, as marked on Fig. 18: MYD 

53401, 53402 and 53403 are all logged as cairns and 59967 as a curvilinear (boundary?) 

feature interpreted as prehistoric. An isolated stone setting in the south-east corner of the 

pavement is adjacent to MYD 38667, recorded as a ‘hut circle’. Field studies elsewhere, 

particularly on Exmoor, have identified the occurrence of stone settings seen in physical 

association with other categories of monument, such as small (burial) cairns, linear 

boundaries or bank features and ‘hut circles’ (see later for further discussion of this).   
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Fig. 19 Pavement 1: Clapdale Scars, Phase 1 

Pavement 2:  Thwaite Scars 

Thwaite Scars, or Thwaite, is an area of limestone pavement lying east of Clapdale and 

north of the Norber erratic field, with a long north-south-trending enclosure wall dividing it 

into two. An arbitrary line was taken to distinguish Thwaite Scars from Crummack Long Scar 

to the north. No stone settings were seen to the west of the wall while three convincing 

examples were logged to the east, as well as many possible stone settings that do not meet 

the criteria. The pavement is discontinuous, highly shattered in some places but more 

cohesive in others but lacking large clints and deep grikes. Four cairns are recorded on the 

HER, two each side of the wall, but none is close enough to the stone settings to have had a 

convincing relationship; five other probable burial cairns are marked on Fig. 20 but not 

entered with MYD numbers on the HER. Two of the stone settings, at the north end of the 

pavement could be perceived as a line but the distance between them suggests they were 

discrete settings.  
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Fig. 20 Pavement 2: Thwaite Scars, Phase 1 

Pavement 3: Crummack Long Scar 

Crummack Long Scar extends from Thwaite northwards for c. 2km to the wall dividing it from 

Sulber though at both ends these divisions are arbitrary, the northern one dictated by early 

post-medieval enclosure practices. On the east Long Scar is bounded by the major break of 

slope along the western side of Crummack Dale and on the west by the rough moorland of 

The Allotment and the stinted pasture of Clapham Bottoms which lies in a large confined 

solution hollow. Long Scar pavements are generally heavily weathered and shattered, 

especially in the southern portion, with other areas where the clints are as much as 500mm 

or so deep separated by massive flat-topped clints. Eight isolated stone settings were logged 

in addition to three alignments. Even though there are a number of (probable burial) cairns 

along the eastern edge of Long Scar none is recorded on the HER; none of the features on 

the HER has any apparent bearing on the stone settings (Fig. 21). 

One alignment has two vertically-set slabs 13m apart but on the same south-west to north-

east orientation and it is clear on the ground that they relate to each other. A second 

alignment has three vertical slabs perfectly in line over a distance of c. 30m, also orientated 

south-west to north-east. The third alignment is also made up of three vertical slabs, on the 

same orientation, over a linear distance of 23m. 
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Fig. 21 Pavement 3: Crummack Long Scar, Phase 1 

Pavement 4 and 5: Sulber West and South House Pavement  

A narrow tract of pavement extends north-south between Fell Close and Upper Pasture, 

forming a natural divide between rough moorland pasture to the west and improved pastures 

to the east. At the southern end of what is now called South House Pavement the pavement 

opens out much more broadly in the ancient enclosure called Sulber with a late prehistoric 

settlement on the eastern periphery of the pavement. Most of these pavements have 

weathered clints and deep, often narrow, grikes. Within the narrow Nature Reserve 

vegetation cover is quite dense with a mix of grasses and woody species. Over a linear 

distance of c. 420m six individual stone settings were logged (Fig. 22), four of them relatively 

close together in South House Pavement where there is also an arrangement consisting of 

three slabs set in the form of tripod, about 1m across, with each slab leaning against the 

other two. Too small in scale to be included on Figure 22 is a line of three set stones only 

1.6m in length. 

There are no burial cairns close enough to have had any relationship, spatial or cultural, with 

the stone settings. Two isolated settings were logged in Sulber West. 
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Fig. 22 Pavement 4: Sulber west and Pavement 5: South House, Phase 1 

Pavement 7: Moughton Scars  

Moughton Scars is a level area of broken limestone pavement wrapped around the head of 

Crummack Dale running eastwards from Thieves Moss to Capple Bank. Though the 

pavement is broken into discrete and largely-unvegetated areas, the intervening sections are 

grass-covered. Thirteen individual stone settings were logged along with one line of three 

slabs set adjacent to the others 3.8m in overall length and a second line of three (possibly 

four) all facing south: Fig. 23 summarises the overall distribution. A presumed burial cairn 

lies c. 150m to the north-east of the stone line. Four of the isolated stone settings could be 

seen to have a (possible) association with burial cairns, assuming the two sets of 

monuments are coeval. One setting has a cairn 130m to the south-west and another 110m 

to the north-east; another also has two with one 100m to the north-east and the other 200m 

to the south-west. A third setting has two cairns close by. It has been noted that the spatial 

relationships seen on Moughton Scars is reminiscent of similar situations on Exmoor, 

notably at a locality called Lanacombe where settings tend to be spaced 50-100m apart and 

with an apparent relationship with a nearby break of slope (pers. comm. Douglas Mitcham).  
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Fig. 23 Pavement 7: Moughton Scars, Phase 1 

Pavement 8: Moughton 

Moughton – or Moughton Common – is an extensive area of discontinuous pavement 

forming part of the whole area loosely known as Moughton. The Common is bounded by 

what is now Horton Quarry on the east and, on the west, by the break of slope on the 

eastern side of Crummack Dale; the southern boundary for the purposes of this project are 

arbitrary, as mentioned above, and the northern boundary is also arbitrarily defined by the 

line of grouse butts east of Capple Bank. Much of the Moughton pavement is well-broken 

and heavily weathered with narrow linear clints and deep grikes; some sections are 

extensively vegetated, including within the grikes. 

Moughton proved to be one of the most productive of all surveyed pavements in terms of the 

number of features logged: namely, eighteen isolated stone settings, two arrangements and 

one alignment (Fig. 24). The alignment is composed of three vertical slabs set within the 

same grike over a length of 1.8m, with a small slab whose top edge has a distinctive nick 

and two much larger slabs, orientated south-east to north-west. One of the arrangements 

comprises five erect and ten fallen slabs with all but one entrained in a tight cluster; even 

though more have fallen than still stand, it is obvious that all had once been vertically set. 

The second arrangement has four erect slabs and one fallen slab, spread over a length of 

5m but more of an arrangement than an alignment. The central slab is substantially larger 

than those to either side suggesting care had been taken in setting this grouping.  
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Fig. 24 Pavement 8: Moughton, Phase 1 

Pavement 9: Moughton Long Scar 

Towards the southern end of the upland mass called Moughton is an area of fragmented 

pavement above the meandering linear Moughton Long Scar. For the purposes of this 

survey, the triangulation pillar (427m AOD) was taken as the dividing point between 

Moughton and Moughton Long Scar even though there is no physical divide between the 

two areas. The areas of pavement are mostly bare and the nature of the pavement varies 

from highly shattered and weathered to having substantial clints and wide grikes. Five 

individual stone settings were logged as well as one slighty curving line 8m in length 

consisting of seventeen slabs, two of which are sandstone rather than limestone. Only two 

were still standing erect but it was clear that all of them had once stood vertically. The line of 

set slabs can be seen continuing northwards for a further 7.5m as aggregations of large 

sandstone pebbles set in hollows on the tops of the clints. The combined line of slabs and 

aggregations is beyond doubt aligned northwards on a prominent burial cairn. Though none 

of the individual settings was obviously aligned on a cairn, in the general vicinity six other 

cairns were logged, four of which are depicted on Figure 5. 
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Fig. 30 Pavement 9: Moughton Long Scar 

 

Fig. 25 Pavement 9: Moughton Long Scar, Phase 1 

Pavement 10:  White Scars 

White Scars is an extensive tract of bare limestone pavement between Lead Mine Moss to 

the east and the southwards continuation of Raven Scar in the west, and between a relict 

length of wall on Green Edge to the north and Crina Bottom to the south (Fig. 26). Most of 

this (discontinuous) pavement consists of massive clints with shallow to very deep grikes. 

This pavement has eleven isolated stone settings, one stone line and one arrangement 

which is composed of two slabs set adjacent and in line c. 1m in combined length. It is 

clearly aligned on a cairn 30m to the north-east. Four of the isolated settings are seemingly 

associated – at least spatially – with burial cairns at distances ranging from 30m to 200m; 

one setting shares a physical alignment with two burial cairns, one 60m to the south-east, 

the other 120m to the north-west.    
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Fig. 26 Pavement 10: White Scars, Phase 1 

The south-west cluster of settings and the nearby probable burial cairns were subjected to 

detailed total station plotting after completion of Phase 2 as visually there seemed to be a 

relationship between settings and cairns (see below, p. 63).  

Pavement 11:  Above Raven Scar 

On the western side of Ingleborough between White Scars to the south-west and Harry 

Hallam’s Moss to the north-east and between Raven Scar to the north-west and Tatham 

Wife Moss to the south-east lies an extensive area of limestone pavement with no specific 

name. It contains a mix of broad linear clints with deep grikes at the eastern end through a 

tract with shallower grikes and more fragmented clints in the central zone to a highly 

weathered and shattered pavement with almost no grikes at the western end. As would be 

expected, there are no stone settings in this latter area. Six individual stone settings have 

been logged across the central and eastern sections, with one alignment and one 

arrangements Three of the stones form a loose cluster at the north-eastern corner of the 

overall pavement, two in the centre lie on the same north-south grid line, and a single stone 

lies in perfect isolation in the far south. Six burial cairns are recorded on the HER (Fig. 27) 

with at least five others not separately listed. One of the settings is very close to a cairn, no 

more than 1m away; the two that lie on the same grid line have a burial cairn between them 

exactly on the same line. Three people standing by each of the settings and by the cairn 

would find themselves in a geometrically precise line. Another setting is of particular interest: 

set in a wide grike, at right-angles to the grike, it is supported in place by a single smaller 

slab buried into soil within the grike. Beyond doubt the large slab was deliberately propped 

up by the smaller one. Furthermore, when looked at in side profile, it is pointing directly to 

the top of Whernside.   
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Fig. 27 Pavement 11: above Raven Scar, Phase 1 

Pavement 12: Harry Hallam’s Moss 

The Harry Hallam’s Moss pavement stretches north-eastwards from that above Raven Scar 

to the fault-guided dry valley between Spice Gill and Meregill, and is bounded to the south by 

Black Shiver Moss and to the north by the extension of Raven Scar. Across the pavement as 

a whole there is a grading from broken rounded clints with shallow grikes to massive tabular, 

flat-topped clints with minimal surface weathering. The whole area is treeless.  

This pavement has a concentration of stone settings with eleven isolated stones, three 

alignments and two arrangements. In some cases each stone was seen in complete 

isolation from any other while others while others were in loose clusters, too far apart to be 

deemed arrangements but nonetheless in close association (Fig. 28). In most instances the 

settings are to be seen away from the periphery of the pavement. Some vertical slabs are 

especially impressive in size compared to all the other surveyed pavements; one was 1m in 

maximum width with several others c. 700mm, and a number have a combined height/depth 

approaching 1m. Three of the slabs have small stones used as supportive packing: 

discussion in Section 13 will return to the significance of this element. One line has six very 

large orthostatic slabs extending in an arc 17m in length at the northern entrance to a large 

natural, circular enclosure bounded by limestone pavement. Close by is a second alignment 

that comprises seven orthostatic slabs describing an arc over a distance of 9m. The third 

alignment is c. 130 in length and seems to ‘connect’ two small burial cairns each of which is 

set on the edge of a pavement area with the eastern pavement being about 2m higher than 

the western. The line of thirteen vertical slabs – with others now fallen – describes a 
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wobbling linear then curvilinear path across the northern of the two pavement areas from the 

cairn at SD73719 75893 to that at SD73622 75942.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 28 Pavement 12: Harry Hallam’s Moss, Phase 1 

After completion of Phase 2 this linear arrangement was plotted using the tape and offset 

method given that it is potentially one of the most significant groupings seen on any of the 

pavements around Ingleborough (see below, p. 62).      

One of the arrangements consists of a smaller slab set next to a larger one, the other also of 

two slabs set at right-angles to each other.  

Pavement 13: Southerscales Scars  

The Southerscales pavement stretches from the Meregill dry valley north-eastwards to Douk 

Cave Pasture though the wall between the two was taken as the boundary for this survey, 

and from the top of Southerscales Scars to the foot of the moorland enclosure called High 

Lot (Fig. 29). It forms one continuous tract of pavement though either side of the main 

Ingleborough right of way it has very different characteristics. To the east of the path it is 

initially very shattered grading into an area with very large flat-topped clints and pronounced 

grikes and then into a highly weather and shattered tract with rounded clints and narrow 

grikes. West of the path it is distinctly level with smooth, water-worn clints and deep but 

narrow grikes with a light shrub cover. 
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Fig. 29 Pavement 13: Southerscales, Phase 1 

There are no stone settings east of the path; to the west there are seven isolated stones, 

one alignment and one arrangement (see Figure 29). With one exception the isolated slabs 

in the linear alignment are very large with maximum widths ranging from 740mm to 1.13m, 

and maximum combined heights/depths at 990mm. The alignment describes an L shape 

over a length of 8m originally with up to 14 standing stones of which only two remain in the 

vertical position, including the largest of all. Approached from the north-east on a slightly 

lower-level pavement, the line is not only visible but also very impressive. The arrangement 

is made up of two large vertical slabs facing each other 4m apart, both being very distinctive 

and large in size. Given the prominence of this L-shaped alignment, it was surveyed using 

the tape and offset method (Fig. 30). 
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Fig. 30 Pavement no. 13: L-shaped alignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31 The most prominent setting in the L-shaped alignment (David Johnson)  

As shown on Figure 30, seven of the settings were lined up in the same grike with the 

remainder offset in grikes close by and to an extent physically linked. Three of the settings 

are particularly large when seen in plan view and one is especially prominent in the 

landscape when viewed face on (Fig. 31).  

Pavement 16: Sleights Pasture Rocks 

Sleights Pasture Rocks is a small area of pavement, detached from other pavements by wet 

moorland (on glacial till) or limestone pasture where the bedrock is hidden. It lies between 

Sleights Pasture to the north and Fell Close to the south, and Gauber Limekiln Pasture to 

the east and Scar Close pavement to the west. The pavement under review here is itself 

broken up into discrete parcels by pockets of acidic grassland. Much of the pavement has 

small clints with grikes up to 1m deep while at the eastern end, partly walled off as a dense 

woodland, the grikes are more massive and noticeably rounded with grikes at least 2m deep.  

One isolated stone setting and one alignment were logged. The isolated stone is of interest 

in that it is the only set stone anywhere on this part of the Ingleborough massif, it has a very 

distinctive shape, and small packing stones were rammed into the grike top to hold the 
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vertical slab in place, acting like chocks. It has recently been added to the HER as a stone 

setting (MYD 69863); it may be of significance in that it lies almost exactly 300m south-

south-east of a 29m-diameter, denuded and rounded burial mound (MYD 3658, Cairn – Fig. 

32) which has been interpreted on typological grounds as of Bronze Age provenance.   

On the western margin of the pavement there is a short length of orthostatic stonework 

which is interpreted here not as a relict wall but as an alignment of five standing slabs and 

five or possibly six which have toppled but had clearly been vertically set; all the slabs are 

large to very large. The alignment was created along the edge of the pavement and served 

no purpose as a boundary or enclosure feature.   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                            

Fig. 33 Pavement 16: Sleights Pasture Rocks, Phase 1 

Pavement 19: Scales Moor 

Scales Moor lies between the valleys of Chapel-le-Dale and Kingsdale, between the 

uppermost of the three Twisleton Scars and the descending ridge of West Fell and Rigg 

Side, and between Four Stones Rigg in the north-east and Ewes Top in the south-west 

(Figs. 33-35). The central sections form a continuous run of pavement with discrete areas 

elsewhere separated by grassy or mossy pockets. Much of the overall pavement is highly 

weather and fractured with a mix of broad and narrow clints, deep and shallow grikes, with a 

large number of sandstone glacial erratic scattered here and there. The pavement areas are 

largely devoid of vegetation. 
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Fig. 33 Pavement 19: Scales Moor, north, Phase 1 

Twelve isolated stone settings were logged and one clustered arrangement; not a lot given 

the large area covered. Of the isolated stones one has a maximum with of 1.14m and three 

others are more than 600mm in width; two are over 1m in combined height/depth and six 

more are 800mm or more, so the general nature on this pavement is of very large to 

massive slabs. Five of the settings have choc stones to hold them firmly in place. One sits in 

perfect alignment with a number of sandstone erratics on either side giving the impression 

that a stone line had been created simply by adding one vertical slab to existing boulders, 

though these are small enough to have been moved into alignment: this can neither be 

proved nor disproved. The arrangement comprises seven stones of which five still stand 

erect. The group was designed in the form of a rhomboid (a distorted parallelogram) with 

sides of 3m, 4m, 5m and 7m. The slab at the 4m/5m apex is suspiciously rectangular in 

shape and the survey team noted that it ‘almost looks chiselled to shape’: it was also the 

largest slab in the group being 720mm in combined height/depth, 260mm in width and 

125mm in thickness from top to bottom except that the top edge had been reduced in 

thickness to that of a flake.     
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Fig. 34 Pavement 19: Scales Moor, north-east, Phase 1 

Twelve (possibly burial) cairns had previously been recorded across these pavements 

though none is recorded on the HER, and researcher Yvonne Luke is currently recording in 

detail cairns large and small across Scales Moor which will inevitably increase the overall 

number of cairns. On Hurreys (Fig. 35) two settings are in close association with cairns. This 

apparent relationship is potentially significant and will also be returned to later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 35 Pavement 19: Scales Moor, south-west, Phase 1 
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Pavement 20: Fell Close 

Fell Close lies between the South House Pavement Nature Reserve and The Allotment and 

is covered over most of its eastern half by exposed limestone pavement lying at ±400m 

AOD. Twelve isolated settings were logged plus two linear alignments and three clustered 

arrangements, with two discrete concentrations of settings, one towards the northern end 

and one at the south-eastern corner which contains the two linear features (Figs 36 and 37). 

Seven (probable) burial cairns are visible from various settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 36 Pavement 20: Fell Close, north, Phase 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 37 Pavement 20: Fell Close, south-east, Phase 1 

Pavement 21: Gauber Cow Pasture 

This enclosure was surveyed as part of a wider archaeological audit in February 2021 

between Ribblehead and Selside in Upper Ribblesdale. A broad strip of exposed pavement 
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cuts diagonally across the field from north-west to south-east and four individual settings 

were recorded along its east-facing edge. 

Pavement 23: Selside Shaw 

During the same audit limestone pavement in one enclosure, between the railway line and 

the Ribble, was surveyed and one prominent isolated setting was logged. 

Spatial Distribution of Stone  Settings: Westmorland Dales 

Table 10 Distribution of stone settings, Phase 1  

Pavement Centre NGR  
NY 

Isolated 
stones 

Lines Arrangements Burial cairns 
 
 

Crosby Ravensworth 
Fell 

604 101 4 
(plus 1 
loose) 

  4 

Orton Scar/Beacon Hill/ 
Gaythorne Plain 

641 111 0    

NW of Knott Trig Point 645 093 3 1  1 
Knott  658 095 1   4 
East of Knott 653 090 1  1 2 
NW of Castle Folds (Great Asby 
Scar) 

649 097 1    

NE of Castle Folds (Great 
Asby Scar) 

659 095 3   5 

Little Kinmond 665 094 2 (plus 1 
fallen) 

  4 

Great Kinmond 675 093 3 1 1 1 
Grange Scar and Lousy Brow 681 094 5 1  5 
Little Asby Scar 695 090 6   1 
Fell End Clouds/Stennerskeugh 
Clouds 

741 001 1    

 

Table 10 summarises the situation in the Westmorland Dales from the Phase 1 survey. In 

contrast with the Ingleborough area where most of the limestone is essentially horizontally 

bedded, the limestones of the Westmorland Dales dip at various angles. It appears that 

fewer stone settings are found on less horizontal strata, for example close to Castle Folds. 

The Fell End Clouds/Stennerskeugh Clouds location has a lot of quite steeply dipping strata 

which has resulted in a skyline on which stone settings might not be prominent (see Figure 

56). It is interesting to note that the only stone setting found at this location is on an 

unusually level part of this pavement although it should be borne in mind that much surface 

mining has been undertaken here and settings may have been destroyed in the process. 

Phase 2 identified and recorded 32 ‘new’ settings and 45 cairns (Table 11). 
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Table 11 Pavements surveyed in Phase 2, Westmorland Dales: summary data 

Pvt 
No. 

Pavement name Number of new 
settings 

Cairns 
in view 

 

1 Crosby Ravensworth Fell 2 5 
2 Orton Scar/Beacon Hill/Gaythorne Plain 0 0 
3 NW of Knott trig. point  1 2 
4 Knott 1 5 
5 East of Knott 0 4 
6 NW of Castle Folds 0 2 
7 NE of Castle Folds 2 2 
8 Little Kinmond 7 7 
9 Great Kinmond 9 8 
10 Grange Scar/Lousy Brow 8 4 
11 Little Asby Scar 2 5 
12 Fell End Clouds/Stennerskeugh Clouds 0 1 

 

Measurements for individual stone settings were recorded as shown in the following data 

tables for each pavement. Table 12 summarises the measurements and reveals information 

relating to the height of stone settings above pavement level (associated with visibility from a 

distance), depth of stone below pavement as an indicator of solidity of setting, width and 

range of thicknesses giving an indication of the predominant shape of each setting. 

Table 12 Summary of measurements, Phase 1and Phase 2 

Height above 
pavement (mm) 

Depth 
below pavement 

(mm) * 

Width  
(mm) 

 

Minimum thickness 
(mm) 

Maximum 
thickness 

(mm) 
 

<100 = 0 <100 = 2 <100 = 1 <50 = 32 <100 = 9 
100 – 299 = 4 100 – 199 = 6 100 – 199 = 2 50 – 99 = 19 100 – 149 = 30 
300 – 499 = 21 200 – 299 = 18 200 – 299 = 7 100 – 149 = `2 150 – 159 = 10 
500 – 699 = 27 300 – 399 = 7 300 – 399 = 6 150 – 199 = 2 160 – 199 = 10 
700 – 999 = 13 400 – 499 = 13 400 – 499 = 14 200 – 249 = 1 200 – 249 = 4 
1000+ = 2 500 – 599 = 7 500 – 599 = 8 250+ = 1 250+ = 4 
 600 – 699 = 2 600 – 699 = 11   
 700+ = 4 700 – 799 = 5   
  800 – 899 = 3   
  900 – 999 = 2   
  1000+ = 7   

*It was not possible to measure all settings below pavement level. 

Table 12 shows that more than 90 percent of the recorded stones were in the range of 300-

1000+mm above the surface height of the pavement, thus tending to be visible from a 

distance. Only a single stone, of the ones it was possible to measure, was set at less than 

200mm below the surface of the pavement suggesting a deliberate effort to secure stones 

steadfastly. The recorded width of the stones demonstrates that no particular width was 

dominant. The range of minimum and maximum thicknesses illustrates that slimmer stones 

were chosen most frequently with 72 per cent having a maximum thickness of less than 

150mm. These findings correlate strongly with figures from the Ingleborough study. 

It is possible, however, that the choice of thinner stones might have been constrained by 

either the thickness of bedding in the locality or the width of the grikes into which the stones 

were placed. It is also worthy of note that this pavement has been ravaged by stone 

extraction in the past. 
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No settings were noted on Pavement 2 – the combined tracts on Orton Scar, Beacon Hill 

and Gaythorne Plain – in either phase. 

The survey indicated that of the stone settings recorded over 70 per cent were found to be 

chocked typically with smaller packing stones. In addition, it was noted that at setting GK1 

two tall stones either side of a smaller stone were wedging and supporting each other, with 

other smaller packing stones deeper within the grike.  

Lichen cover 

No attempt was made to identify species of lichen but it was noted that yellow lichen 

occurred predominantly on north, north-east or east faces. This concurs with the findings of 

the Ingleborough survey. Across this Westmorland survey lichen cover above pavement 

surface ranged from 80-100 per cent. Almost half of the recorded stones were set in such a 

way as to make it impossible to accurately assess the percentage cover of lichen below 

pavement surface but of those for which it was possible to estimate cover there was 

considerably less lichen below pavement surface. Additionally, it was noted that yellow 

lichen was less prevalent below pavement surfaces.  Although an assessment of lichen 

cover has as yet proved unhelpful regarding absolute dating (Johnson et al. 2020, 22), 

relatively low levels of sub-pavement-surface lichen cover, compared to extensive cover 

above pavement surface, suggest the stones have been in place for a long time. 

Pavement 1: Crosby Ravensworth Fell  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           

Fig 37 Pavement 1: Crosby Ravensworth Fell, Phase 1 
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This is a shallow, thinly bedded, markedly waterworn pavement with mostly narrow grikes, 

some filled with turf (Figs 37 and 38). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 38 Pavement 1: Crosby Ravensworth Fell and Howe Robin, Phase 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 39 Pavement 1, Crosby Ravensworth Fell: CRF5 (Alan Dougherty) 
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Table 13 Pavement 1 summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
 (mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

 
 
 

NY6186 1004 
CRF1 

Single. Well 
secured. 
Tapers to top. 

370 400 460 flake - 100 400 

N 5985 1125 
CRF2 

Single. 
Chocked with 
packing stones. 

400 340 600 flake - 130 350 

NY 987 1121 
CRF3 

Single. 
Chocked with 
packing stones. 

520 210 790 180 
uniform 

210 

NY5993 1128 
CRF4 

Single. 
Pointed. 
 

460 190 830 50 -170 210 

NY6218 1023 
CFR5 (Fig. 39) 

Single. Elliptical 
hole near base, 
packing stones 

550 160 440 190 160 

NY6222 1064 
CRF6 

Single. Heavily 
weathered, 
sharp edges, 
firmly packed, 
pointed like a 
baba stone 

670 70 530 270 70 

 

Situated in a very fragmented pavement where most grikes are wide and turf filled, an 

isolated pointed and waterworn stone at NY6218 1023 (CRF5) was not secure enough to 

meet the Phase 1 survey criteria but was included in Phase 2 partly because it is 80m south 

of a cairn at NY6214 1031. The two-metre diameter cairn appears to have kerb stones, is 

moss covered, and has an excellent SW through to NW vista. 

Additional Observations for this Location 

1. Howenook Pike Cairn at NY6035 0990 has 360-degree panoramic view and the stone 

circle at Gamelands is visible from it. 

2. A possible enclosure and associated structures at NY5943 1054 are very similar to a site 

on Grange Scar (Cherry and Cherry 1987), including an interior wall at 4m from one end of 

the structure. 

3. Possible enclosure/structures at an altitude of 401m lie between two cairns at NY5938 

1096 and NY5947 1110. In a north-west direction from this possible enclosure is a fold or 

bield at NY5940 1116. 

4. Visible from the last three recorded stones (see Table 13) is a burial cairn at NY5972 

1127. Is this cairn situated here to look down onto these stone settings – or vice versa? 

Pavement 3: north-west of Knott Trig Point 

This is a sloping, fractured pavement which has been extensively quarried (Fig. 40). Piles of 

quarried stone are still visible.  
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Fig. 40 Pavement 3: North-west of Knott trig. point, Phase 1 

 

Table 14, Pavement 3: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness  
range 
(mm) 

Depth 
of 

grike 
(mm) 

NY6453 0937 
NWKTP1 

Single, but close to  
second stone  

330 330 490 flake - 70 330 

NY6453 0937 
NWKTP2 (Fig. 41) 

Single. A recumbent               
stone is immediately                  
next to it. 
 

565 350 485 flake - 80 350 

NY 6444 0949 
NWKTP3 

Pair  (larger stone   
recorded). 

450 200 810 flake - 110 350 

NY443 0952 
NWKTP4 

Single. Slender. Well  
chocked and secured                
with packing stones. 
 

235 150 200 flake - 50 400 

NY6444 0949 
NWKTP5 

Single, well packed,                
next to a leaning 
setting  

580 290 490 flake - 445 490 
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Fig. 41 Pavement 3, north-west of Knott: NWKTP 2 (Miles Newman) 

Pavement 4: Knott 

This is a thinly-bedded pavement with many wide grikes (see Figure 40). 

Table 15 Pavement 4: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 
Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

NY6463 0906 
K1  

Single. At edge 
of pavement, top 
of slope. 
Securely placed 
at right angle to 
grike. 
Nearby are 
several leaning 
stones (not 
recorded) 

500 300 350 50 - 120 310 

NY6464 0913 
K2 (Fig. 42) 

Single, firmly 
chocked, at 
intersection of 
right-angled 
grikes 

410 360 630 Razor-80 680 
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Fig. 42 Pavement 4, Knott: K2 (Carol Dougherty) 

Additional Observations for this Location 

Located on the spur of Knott overlooking Gamelands stone circle are three burial cairns, the 

most easterly of which is at NY6434 0875. The substantial cairn at Howe Nook Pike is visible 

from here. Nearby is an enclosure (plus built structure) at NY6460 0884. Several ‘dewponds’ 

(?natural) can be seen at NY6460 0889. 

Pavement 5: east of Knott 

This is a moderately-bedded pavement; clints tend to be large. Some of the surface is 

heavily eroded, other parts have a cover of grasses or scrub and small trees (see Figure 40).  

Table 16 Pavement 5: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

NY6498 0896 
EK1 

Single 290 290 760 flake - 175  

N 6569 0931 
EK 2 (Fig. 43) 

Arrangement of 
12 stones in a 
roughly ovoid 
pattern 7m x 4m. 
Some have 
impressive 
convoluted 
edges. Largest 
stone recorded 
 

1000  1310 flake - 140  
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Fig. 43 Pavement 5 east of Knott: EK 2 (Miles Newman) 

Grouping EK2 consists of 12 settings, of variable size. They were set in four parallel grikes 

with one massive and three small outliers and, as seen on Figure 44, their lengths varied 

considerably. It is most likely they were set in place as one event though it could also well be 

seen as a grouping that was added to over time. In terms of sightlines (see later), four cairns 

are (in our time) in clear view (913m to 15km distant) along with Sunbiggin Tarn (2.5km) and 

setting EK1 (880m).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 44 Pavement 5, Setting EK2 
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Additional Observations for this location 

Approximately 100m in a northerly direction is a 13m-long very worn, stepped, distinct 

pathway/route through the pavement at NY6508 0900. It is difficult to tell if this is entirely 

natural or altered by human hand. Two possible burial cairns are seen at this location. 

Pavement 6: north- west of Castle Folds (Great Asby Scar) 

This is a shallow, fragmented pavement with small clint blocks; most grikes are .c 1m deep. 

Sparse tree regeneration is apparent (see Figure 40). 

 

Table 17 Pavement 6: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike 
 (mm) 

NY6473 0942 
NWCF1           
(Fig. 45) 

Single. Earthfast 
in a shallow, 
fairly wide, turf- 
filled grike 

600 230 530 120 – 160 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 45 Pavement 6, north-west of Castle Folds: NWCF 1, north-west face (Carol Dougherty) 

 

Pavement 7: north- east of Castle Folds (Great Asby Scar) 

This is an extensive area of fairly thin pavement with narrow grikes (see Figure 40). 
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Table 18 Pavement 7: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 
Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

N6592 0958 
NECF1 

Single. 
Substantial stone, 
aligned at right 
angle to grike. 
Chocked with a 
smaller packing 
stone 

1000 480 500 flake - 150 550 

NY6592 0958 
NECF2               

Single.  
Associated with 
stone above?  

760 450 760 flake - 110 800 

NY6592 0957 
NECF3 

Single. Chocked 
with three smaller 
packing stones 

360 400 650 flake - 80 not visible 

NY6514 0912 
NECF4 

Single, pointed, 
leaning, chocked 
on one side 

530 280 730 70 390 

NY6592 0957 
NECF5 (Fig. 46) 

Single, well 
chocked with 2 
small stones 

900 240 680 razor - 95 565 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 46 Pavement 7, north-east of Castle Folds: associated stone (NECF 5)                                                      

aligned parallel to the grike (Carol Dougherty) 

Additional Observations for this Location 

Nearby is Castle Folds settlement, at NY6500 0935, and several burial cairns at NY 586 

0984, NY6742 0958 and NY6690 0973. 

At NY6700 0977 is a feature listed by Cherry and Cherry (1987, 45) as a cairn or possible 

kiln. We visited this site in the company of David Johnson and all agreed it looked more like 
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a mine shaft with a ring of spoil; he suggested that the small amount of spoil indicated this 

was perhaps a trial shaft.  

Pavement 8: Little Kinmond 

This is a smooth, massive slabby pavement with very deep, narrow, waterworn grikes. 

Broken vegetation dominates with some scrub regeneration (Fig. 47). Sure-footedness is 

required to access this site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

 

Fig. 47 Pavement 8: Little Kinmond, Phase 1 

 

Additional Observations for this Location 

A large, impressive burial cairn is situated approximately 400m down-slope to the south at 

NY6655 0900. Two further cairns are visible in the distance from LK3. A possible burial 

mound is about 5m from the distinctive slender stone LK1. 
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Table 19 Pavement 8: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

NY6657 0940 
LK1  

Single. 
Enigmatic, 
distinctive, 
slender, white 
stone. Visible 
from some 
distance. Firmly 
placed in a 
deep grike 
aligned NE – 
SW 

860 510 300 90 - 190 2000+ 

NY6653 0936 
LK2 

Single. Wedge 
shaped. 30m to 
N is a burial 
cairn. 50m to 
SW is the 
distinctive 
slender stone 
(above) 

550 700 500 20 - 240 2000+ 

NY6669 0953 
LK3 

Single. Uniform, 
long, oblong 

890 Leaning 250 100 - 190 2000+ 

NY6628 0947 
LK4 

Single, 
triangular 
tapering to a 
point, notch on 
top edge, no 
chockstones 

700 290 760 30 840 

NY6627 0947 
LK5 

Single, firmly 
chocked, 
rounded, curved 
top edge 

400 420 680 130 uniform  820 

NY6627 0948 
LK6 (Fig. 48) 

Line of 3 with 
chockstones, 
measurements 
refer to tallest 
stone 

690 180 490 520 shallow 

NY6624 0945 
LK7 

Single, 
impressive 
stone, firmly 
placed but no 
chockstones 

310 1270 (full 
depth of 

grike) 

610 190 960 

NY6619 0947 
LK8 

Line of 3, 
measurements 
refer to largest 
stone which is 
very waterworn 
with small 
notches to 
edges, leaning  

640 130 1220 razor - 110 - 

NY6599 0933 
LK9 

Single, 
chockstones 

570 580 320 210 580 

NY6716 0948 
LK10 

Single, earthfast 
in turf-filled 
grike 

850 Not visible 490 50 - 
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Fig. 48 Pavement 8, Little Kinmond: LK6 (Carol Dougherty)  

Pavement 9: Great Kinmond 

This pavement comprises fairly massive clint blocks of moderately thick-bedded limestone; 

the clints are very water worn (Fig. 49). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 49 Pavement 9: Great Kinmond, Phase 1 
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Table 20 Pavement 9: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike  
(mm) 

NY6760 0936 
GK1 (Fig. 50) 

Line of 3, plus two 
small stones 
jammed in grike. 
Tallest recorded 

620 280 370 80 - 110 300 

NY6759 0936 
GK2 

Single. In NW 
direction only 3m 
from line of three 
(above). Is this part 
of the same line? 

580 470 145 100 uniform 600 

NY6750 0933 
GK3 

Single. Notable 
shape. Large 

990 350 1600 flake - 120  

NY6726 0929 
GK4 

Single. Firmly 
wedged, surface 
edge lines up with 
Lunedales to the 
north. Narrow top 
edge is aligned 
NW-SE on to the 
Col between Wild 
Boar Fell and 
Baugh Fell 

300 not visible 130 450 - 550 not visible 

NY6705 0948 
GK6 

Single, slightly 
loose, elliptical 
stone with hole 

430 400 580 razor - 120 400 

NY6716 0948 
GK7 

Single, firmly 
chocked 

59000 earthfast in 
turf 

530 40 - 

NY6760 0937 
GK8 

Single, heavily 
weathered, one 
chockstone 

820 120 250 50 shallow 

NY6759 0938 
GK9 

Single, firmly 
packed, heavily 
weathered, cavities 
with razor edges 

470 360 640 80 uniform  - 

NY6757 0940 
GK10 

Single, loose, 
northernmost of a 
group of loose or 
recumbent stones 

650 240 690 razor - 160 900 

NY6751 0937 
GK11 

Single, large, 
secure, well 
chocked with 
adjacent secure 
stone and 
recumbent stone 

530 300 1570 razor - 160 1680 

NY6751 0934 
GK12 

Single, firmly 
chocked, 
weathered 

550 470 380 70 470 

NY6751 0934 
GK13 

Single, chocked, 
well placed, grike 
filled with rubble to 
base of setting 

410 490 430 45 >490 

NY6760 0937 
GK14 

Single, loose, no 
chockstones  

490 130 160 100 uniform  shallow 

                                                                                                                                                                       

Note GK 5 (NY67576 09348) is a ‘questionable’ setting consisting of a pair of loose stones with no 

packing which was discounted in Phase 1; its narrow top edges line up with Stainmore Pass which is 

their main point of interest. They were not measured and the surveying team had some doubts about 

their antiquity but they serve as a useful example of some of the difficulties posed by some settings. 
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Fig. 50 Pavement 9, Great Kinmond: GK1 (Miles Newman) 

Additional Observations for this Location 

The main joints and grikes seem to align with the summit plateau of Wild Boar Fell. The top 

narrow edges of an arrangement of three stones at NY6757 0934 (GK5) line up with the 

pass over Stainmore – the open aspect of this section of pavement prompted one team 

member to comment that distant alignments could be a key aspect of this location. A burial 

cairn was noted 30m south-west of the arrangement of stones (GK6). 
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Pavement 10: Grange Scar and Lousy Brow 

This is a shallow, thinly-bedded, fractured pavement. Top layers are loose and well 

weathered (Fig. 51). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 51 Pavement 10: Grange Scar and Lousy Brow, Phase 1 
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Table 21 Pavement 10: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth 
of 

grike 
(mm) 

NY6783 0929 
GSLB1 

Arrangement of 
two. Tallest 
recorded. 
Leaning stone 
very close (not 
recorded) 

910 350 310 70 - 140 700 

NY6819 0939 
GSLB2  

Single. At a 
cross joint, at 
right angles to 
main orientation 
of grike. 
Wedge-shaped, 
narrowing to 
base 

530 560 460 20 - 150 680 

NY6814 0936 
GSLB3 

Single. 
Distinctive 
notches 

590 440 920 40 - 110 1050 

NY6810 0935 
GSLB4 

Single. Is 
deeply 
embedded in a 
soil- and 
vegetation- 
filled grike 

840 not visible 630 200 uniform not 
visible 

NY6799 0933 
GSLB5 

Single. Firmly 
wedged, 
interesting 
notches. 
Adjacent stone 
wedge touching 
to W 

420 280 290 70 - 120 590 

NY 6758 0978 
GSLB6 

Single. Well 
secured and 
wedged 

390 555 500 80 - 180 950 

NY6761 0968 
GSLB7 (Fig. 52) 

Single, securely 
wedged with 
large stones 

560 440 270 razor - 160 1100 

NY6751 0968 
GSLB8 

Single, well 
chocked 

230 220 570 razor - 60 870 

NY6750 0970 
GSLB9  

Single, well 
chocked, has 
holes, very 
weathered, 
when tapped 
sounds hollow 

560 290 940 razor - 110 600 

NY6748 0977 
GSLB10 

Single, well 
chocke 

670 280 960 50-180 280 

NY6748 0979 
GSLB11 

Single, well 
chocked with 
small stones 

510 500 410 razor - 80 500 

NY6752 0985 
GSLB12 

Single, solidly 
chocked 

530 620 690 razor - 180 620 

NY6763 0999 
GSLB13 

Single, securely 
wedged but with 
no chockstones 

760 240 800 40-110 240 

NY6801 0928 
GSLB14 

Single, solidly 
chocked, partly 
earthfast, in 
prominent 
position at edge 
of Grange Scar  

850 60 1020 80-260 60 
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Fig. 52 Pavement 10, Grange Scar and Lousy Brow:                                                                                    

GSLB7, at cross joint of grikes (Alan Dougherty) 

Additional Observations for this Location 

A possible oval cairn with a kerb is seen at NY6784 0962 (GSLB7), with a possible cairn on 

a platform of stones and three other piles of stones nearby, moss covered, but the authors 

were unsure as to their antiquity. 

Pavement 11: Little Asby Scar 

This is mostly a thinly bedded pavement with many solution features (Fig. 53). The 

pavement has been extensively quarried possibly for ornamental rockery slabs/rocks and 

there are occasional slabs lying horizontally on top of the clints. Some grikes are infilled with 

stone, some with grass and turf. 
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Fig. 53 Pavement 11 Little Asby Scar, Phase 1 
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Table 22 Pavement 11: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range 
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike 
(mm) 

NY6892 0924 
LAS1 

Single, a 
leaning stone 
next to it. Well 
secured. 
10m away to 
SE is an 
earthfast stone 
in grike 

530 200 640 100 – 180 300 to 
stone 
infill so 
grike 
could be 
deeper 

NY6884 0913 
LAS2 (Fig. 54) 

Single. 
Distinctive 
‘waisted’ shape. 
Top edge lines 
up with distant 
cairn on Grange 
Scar 

520 410 520 10 – 130 640 

NY6883 0918 
LAS3 

Single. Notched 
Tapers to below 
pavement. Two 
‘ears’ 

330 240 810 20 – 60 880 

NY6878 0924 
LAS4 

Single. Firmly 
wedged. Tapers 
to top 

290 620 430 120 uniform 1400 

NY6873 0919 
LAS5 

Single. 
Distinctive. 
Slender 

870 260 90 170 uniform 730 

NY6890 0914 
LAS6 

Single. Firmly 
wedged.  In this 
particular 
location are a 
number of 
prominent 
upright or 
leaning stones 
which are not 
well wedged 

410 520 1100 flake - 190 500 

NY6875 0919 
LAS7 

Single, well 
positioned, 
firmly wedged, 
no chockstones 

760 350 420 70-230 630 
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Fig. 54 Pavement 11, Little Asby Scar: LAS 2 (Miles Newman) 

Additional Observations for this location 

1. Cherry and Cherry (1987, 72) refer to copper ore being identified at Little Asby Scar by 

R.V. Davis, who suggested there is no evidence of prehistoric mining. 

2. A stone at NY6900 0934 is presently being used as a sheep-rub but could be anciently 

placed. It is well wedged and possibly forms part of an almost semi-circular wall/enclosure. A 

further two enclosures with a shared central wall can be seen at NY6891 0924. 

3. At NY6889 0923 is part of a moss-covered collapsed wall (or cairn?) which is interesting 

for having a substantial vertically placed stone on top (LAS7). 

Pavement 12: Fell End Clouds and Stennerskeugh Clouds 

In general, many of the pavement tracts at this location are on strata that are dipping more 

steeply than is typical of the other sites (Fig. 55). This location exhibits extensive evidence of 

mining and quarrying. The setting recorded is among a flatter stretch of pavement which is 

shallow, very eroded and with wide grassy areas. The more steeply-dipping pavements often 

exhibit a crenellated skyline which would render placements less obvious (Fig. 56). 
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Fig. 55 Pavement 12: Stennerskeugh Clouds, Phase 1  

 

Table 23 Pavement 12: summary of measurements, Phase 1 and 2 

NGR 
and Feature 

Code 

Classification Height 
above 

pavement 
(mm) 

Depth 
below 

pavement 
(mm) 

 

Maximum 
width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
range  
(mm) 

Depth of 
grike 
(mm) 

NY7407 0036 
FECSC1 

Single. Well 
secured. 
Pointed. 9m to 
the N is a large, 
curiously 
shaped stone 
on top of the 
pavement (not 
recorded) 

420 475 265 25 - 140 525 
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Fig. 56 Pavement 12, Stennerskeugh Clouds: crenellated skyline (Carol Dougherty) 

Additional Observations for this Location 

1. About 7m to the west is an elaborate, intricate collection of interlocking stones based in a 

grike but standing proud above pavement level (FEC/SC2). Unique amongst the stone 

settings surveyed, this 3D ‘jigsaw’ of interlocking stones displays very little evidence of lichen 

cover. It may well be a recently constructed feature but does at least suggest an ongoing 

human desire to make marks in the landscape. 

2. A cairn on the escarpment edge, at NY74303 00527, is visible from across the pavement 

and has long-range views of the Howgills and other distant fells, but not of Wild Boar Fell. 

Interpretation and Analysis 

Sight lines on cairns 

Eleven of Ingleborough’s pavements and eleven in the Westmorland Dales have varying 

numbers of ‘piles of stones’ widely believed to be late prehistoric burial cairns.  In the former 

area, Moughton Scar and White Scars have twelve and eleven cairns respectively that are 

visible from stone settings; on other pavements numbers range from one to seven. In 

Westmorland Great Kinmond had the largest number (eight) followed by Little Kinmond 

(seven); on the other pavements numbers varied from one to five. 

One of the tasks added to Phase 2 was to log cairns that are today visible from the logged 

settings, noting distances and angles between cairn and setting. On Clapdale Scars 

(Pavement no. 1) one setting (code 1.1, at NGR SD74337 71124) is visible from five cairns 

with distances ranging from 80m to 450m, in all directions.  Another (code 1.6 at SD74592 

71163) lies only 90m from a very prominent cairn. It is quite feasible to conceive a cairn 80m 

or 90m away as having a spatial relationship with the settings in question; whether this is 

valid at 200m and more is arguable. On Moughton Long Scar (Pavement no. 9) distances 

between cairn and setting are 12m, 15m, 30m (two cases), and 45m (two cases) to the 

nearest cairn though setting 9.3 is visible from two cairns (at 30m and 200m) while no. 7 is 

also visible from two (at  30m and 45m).  
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On Southerscales Scars (Pavement no. 13) four probable burial cairns are sited along the 

north-western edge of the pavement; if current scrub growth were to be removed, they would 

be visible from all the settings on this pavement though none stands out as obviously aligned 

on a cairn. Setting 13.1 has a sight line on four widely-spread cairns.  

In Westmorland burial cairns are, in some instances, likely candidates germane to seeking 

spatial or ancestral links with settings. Some of the burial cairns stand out because they 

were erected on prominent ridges or prominences and, seen from certain directions, they 

dominate the skyline. Notable examples include a large cairn on Coalpit Hill (NGR NY59465 

11110) visible from four settings on two pavements; a large cairn on Howe Robin (NY62271 

10614) visible from three settings on one pavement; Howenook Pike cairn (NY60358 09902) 

visible from eight settings on four pavements; and two cairns on Castle Folds pavement 

visible from seven and eight settings respectively.     

It is clearly unknown (indeed unknowable) if any these sight lines existed at the time the 

settings were raised without indisputable evidence of the type of vegetation cover then, and 

it cannot be denied that hypothesising spatial relationships between settings and cairns is 

tendentious; nevertheless, it is worth consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 57 Alignment of 13 settings making up Feature 12.6 on Harry Hallam’s Moss pavement 

On Harry Hallam’s Moss pavement (no. 12), for instance, there is strong evidence on the 

ground that two small cairns – almost certainly burials – were linked with a line of stone 

settings. Feature 12.6 consists of a sinuous and discontinuous line of thirteen settings of 

which six have fallen, four are still erect and two slightly leaning at an angle from the vertical 

(Fig. 57). This alignment stretches across a tract of pavement over a rectilinear distance of 

just over 100m starting at its eastern end within 5m of one cairn and terminating within 25m 

offset from the second cairn; all of the settings stands within shallow grikes on the pavement. 

The height drop from one cairn to the other is c. 2m. 
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A further potential spatial relationship between multiple settings and cairns is seen on White 

Scars, Pavement no. 10. As shown on Figure 58, five settings lie in close proximity to 

prominent burial cairns B and C with two others close to burial cairn A. Intervening distances 

from cairn C range from 20m (10.11c) to 55m (10.11a) and from cairn A 25m (10.09) to 35m 

(10.19). Assuming for a moment that cairns and settings were coeval it would be a 

remarkable coincidence were they not to have been intellectually or symbolically linked in 

some way. Even if the settings post-dated the burials, it is still possible that those who 

conceived the settings’ placements were aware of the significance of the burials.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 58 Pavement 10: spatial relationship between settings and cairns 

Sight lines on landscape features   

Phase 2 took note of landscape features that are visible from individual settings – prominent 

hill tops, obvious cols or other topographical elements – to test the hypothesis that settings 

may have had some relationship with such features in the eyes of whoever set them in 

place. This, it has to be said, did not work out as originally thought. All settings on all 

pavements on the south and east sides of the Ingleborough massif could have sight lines on 

Pendle Hill to the south, Pen-y-ghent, Plover Hill and Cosh to the east, Wether Fell to the 

north-east, and Park Fell, Simon Fell and Ingleborough’s summit plateau to the north. 

Similarly, all settings on the west-facing side of the hill, and on Scales Moor, have the 

summit plateau and Whernside in view. With hindsight, it cannot be claimed that such major 

topographical sight lines have any validity in understanding the placement of settings. 

On the Westmorland Dales pavements a similar picture emerged. From several of the 

pavements the same upland areas were visible, notably Cross Fell (visible from 17 settings) 

and Great Dun Fell (9) in the Pennines, Carrock Fell (8) over towards the Lake District and, 

Wild Boar Fell (26) and Nine Standards Rigg (8) in Mallerstang. Distances between settings 

and these hills are inevitably great. As with the Ingleborough pavements: a nuanced 

approach is needed when considering the validity of major topographical sight lines.      
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Smaller landscape features may have had some relevance. For example, Setting 19.8 on 

Scales Moor has a direct sight line on a very prominent upstanding limestone erratic which 

looks remarkably like a natural version of a standing stone; in the same way Setting 1.6 on 

Clapdale Scars lies 90m from an equally prominent limestone erratic pillar. Setting 3.24 on 

Crummack Long Scar has six stones in its linear arrangement of which two are exactly 

aligned on the col between Ingleborough’s summit plateau and the top of Simon Fell. Within 

Fell Close (Pavement no. 20) several settings can be lined up on the prominent Simon Fell 

Cave rising but the distances involved range from 260m to 650m. Is it mere coincidence that 

Setting 20.10 (NGR SD77276 74134) lines up precisely along its long axis with this cave 

rising?  

A totally different possible relationship should be considered along the western edge of 

Southerscales Scars (Pavement no. 13). Here three adjacent pairs of settings and two 

isolated stones sit on the lip of the pavement with a pronounced drop to the west overlooking 

a small, sub-rectangular stock enclosure showing as relict stone walls (listed as MYD 40317 

on the YDNPA HER). All but one of these stones are clearly visible from within the 

enclosure. Why all these settings were located here is a mystery: they clearly did not form 

part of any boundary feature and the pavement edge acts as a barrier to access on to the 

pavement, and there is no easy or safe way of dropping off the pavement along the edge. 

Furthermore, the volunteer team noted no obvious topographical sight lines, and they 

hypothesised that the settings were meant to be seen from within the enclosure.   

Chockstones 

Sceptical minds might argue that vertically-set slabs had somehow moved through 90 

degrees to slip into the grikes by natural processes. If, however, the slabs are held firmly in 

place by chock- or packing stones, that argument collapses. Across the Ingleborough 

pavements 67 settings have one or more chockstones in place thereby representing nearly 

half of all settings. In fact, every pavement with settings has evidence of chockstones, 

ranging from 13 settings on Moughton Scar (Pavement no. 7) and ten on Scales Moor (no. 

10) to only one on each of Thwaite (no. 2), Sulber (no. 4), South House Pavement (no. 5), 

Sleights Pasture Rocks (no. 16) and Selside Shaw (no. 23). 

On the surveyed Westmorland Dales pavements 57 settings have one or more chockstones 

in place, representing 82 per cent of all settings logged in both phases, thus settings were 

more commonly held in place for the long term with chockstones in Westmorland than 

around Ingleborough. Chockstones were noted on eight of the 12 pavements surveyed, 

ranging from 13 on Lousy Brow and twelve on Great Kinmond to just two chocked settings 

on Knott and three on Castle Folds.  

There can be no doubt whatsoever that chockstones were deliberately set in place by 

human agency to guarantee the settings would stay upright. 

Archaeological Parallels  

Though no similar studies to this one have been located elsewhere for areas of limestone 

pavement, meaning there are no direct textual parallels to compare the Ingleborough and 

Westmorland Dales results with, work elsewhere has looked at stone settings on other 

geologies, mostly in the moorlands of the South-West, all of it recent.  
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Conclusions from the Western Scotland Megalithic Landscape Project, focussed on free-

standing stone monoliths from the Neolithic and Bronze Age on Coll and Tiree, drew special 

attention to cosmological associations. (Higginbottom et al. 2015). This project identified 

stone settings in free-standing contexts as well as in pairs, rows (lines) and circles, some in 

association with small cremation burial cairns. The authors believed that, in the minds of 

those distant communities, the process of creating the settings acquired for them ‘specific 

combinations between land, sky and monument’ with each stone setting’s horizon being 

important in its own right as a liminal place. They also postulated that certain landforms 

contained liminal qualities and forces. While that project concentrated on a totally different 

landscape based on very different rock types and with water (seas) forming a major 

backdrop to the study area, it is still possible to tease out parallels between the Inner 

Hebrides and the Ingleborough area in terms of human reaction to and interaction with the 

landscape within which the communities spent their lives. 

Much research has been undertaken in recent years on the moors of south-west England, 

notably Exmoor and Bodmin Moor. A seminal paper published in 2000 asserted that ‘man’ 

has always ‘impose[d] meaning, order and coherence’ on natural landscapes (Tilley et al. 

2000, 198); his work concentrated on investigating the extent to which human agency has 

modified boulder and rock spreads (or clitter) below the tors that are such a characteristic 

element of Bodmin Moor. Specifically, they set out to distinguish between clitter spreads that 

had been rearranged by people rather than by natural geomorphological processes. Their 

work ruled out the latter as the dominant action and they recorded forty discrete ‘clitter 

structures’ based on applying a range of criteria to establish a meaningful archaeological 

evidence base (ibid., 208-09): 

1. Most of the stone ‘structures’ showed circularity of plan form rather than linearity, 

2. The overall angle of repose of the stones’ long axes was either vertical or leaning at an 

angle. 

3. All the stones were thin, often rectangular or squared, and always different in form from 

surrounding stones. 

4. There was an element of regularity in the spacing of stones. 

5. Many were designed to be seen while approaching upslope. 

6. The set stones were in general larger than most in the surrounding area. 

Each identified stone ‘demands a history’ (ibid., 209) developed by intensive examination of 

each set stone. Applying these criteria to Ingleborough’s and Westmorland’s stone settings 

has some validity, though nos. 1 and 4 do not apply, and no. 5 clearly has no relevance as 

the limestone pavements are broadly level. It is with nos. 2, 3 and 6 that there are close 

parallels: all the northern settings are very thin when seen in side-profile; many are 

rectangular though that may well be said to be a natural characteristic of clint blocks; the 

vast majority had been selected because of their distinctive shapes seen face-on; and many 

of the set stones were larger than other loose clint slabs. 

Tilley’s work hypothesised that the very process of moving and placing the stones had the 

effect of attaching the people both physically and emotionally to ‘place’, to their territory, and 
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enabled them to achieve a greater understanding of themselves and their place in greater 

things (ibid., 218-19). It is pertinent to note that the concept of materiality has been raised in 

respect of prehistoric sites in other contexts (pers. comm. Douglas Mitcham). Modern society 

seems more focussed on materiality than on natural places and forces with the latter all too 

often seen as a challenge to be conquered, as a means of harnessing our obsession with 

adrenalin-inducing pursuits. Yet, that is not universally the case even in so-called developed 

societies: one instance may illustrate this point and reinforce Tilley’s beliefs.  

On a walkover recce in 2019 on Moughton Long Scar, on the southern flanks of 

Ingleborough, this writer made a beeline for one large burial cairn that he knew to have a 

number of substantial slabs set immovably upright in grikes. His memory said there was only 

a handful. On arriving there, taking an approach line that made the pavement invisible until 

the last moment, he was astonished to find about thirty set stones arranged between one 

massive upright slab and the cairn. It soon became obvious that the majority had been 

recently set in place, many of them not rammed into grikes but perched on clint blocks; 

others had one face with zero lichen cover and the other with widespread cover. They were 

all very recent settings but whoever had spent time there expending a good deal of effort 

and energy on selecting and arranging the stones cannot have done it merely as a way of 

passing time. They did it with clear intent. We can but speculate as to their motives though 

among the possibilities must be an attachment to nature, a connection with rock, a 

realisation that by creating their arrangement they recognised a link – Tilley’s continuum – 

between them and whoever had set the original stones in place. Maybe they imbued the 

original arrangement with some mystic powers or believed that by adding to the arrangement 

they saw this as a special place (which it most emphatically is) with its own life and soul. As 

Tilley observed, modern societies have ‘othered’ nature (ibid., 220-21) seeing it divorced 

from culture, and vice versa: can it be that these modern Moughton ‘rearrangers’ saw it 

otherwise?  

Staying within the realms of conjecture, Tilley (ibid., 221) pondered whether or not particular 

stone settings were given names by those who originally set them aeons ago, or if individual 

set stones embodied particular ancestors or spirits. In this respect it is hugely significant in 

this writer’s mind that all three Ingleborough survey teams attributed names to many of the 

stones. Tilley (2010) saw Exmoor’s settings as ‘hunting locales’ and the patterns of 

groupings as ‘metaphysical representations of the social structure of hunting groups’ but, 

without knowing what vegetation cover Ingleborough’s pavements had it the late prehistoric, 

it would perhaps be too speculative to translate his hypothesis from Exmoor to here. Had the 

pavements been as bare as now, hunting would not have been an option.                                    

A decade or so after Tilley’s pioneering work, another team of researchers turned their 

attention to what they called ‘stone settings’, also on Exmoor, identifying fifty-nine sites, all 

previously assumed to be Neolithic or Bronze Age (Gillings et al. 2010). The key point about 

these stone settings is that they have been classified as ‘miniliths’ because they are so 

small, no more than 200mm in height.2 Mark Gillings made the points that they defy all 

attempts to classify them with existing descriptors and challenge ‘current orthodoxies’ (ibid., 

1). Tilley’s (2010, 322-23) work has shown that at Lanacombe on Exmoor average stone 

                                                
2
 The term ‘minilithic’ was first coined by the noted archaeologist Aubrey Burl. 1993. From Carnac to 

Callanish: the prehistoric stone rows and avenues of Britain, Ireland and Brittany. New Haven: Yale 
University Press. 
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heights were recorded as 300-500mm and widths 200-400mm, parameters that are closer to 

Ingleborough’s than Gilling’s ranges. Where Tilley’s conclusions are not matched on 

Ingleborough is in intervisibility (2010, 310-11). Whereas locales with settings on Exmoor 

can be intervisible individual stones are not; that is not necessarily the case on 

Ingleborough. There is also divergence in topography: on Exmoor settings tend to be sited 

on gently sloping ground near a ridge or hill top while on Ingleborough they are universally 

set on limestone pavements which are without exception on level ground.  

Mark Gillings expanded his study and summarised ten years of fieldwork examining and 

trying to make sense of Exmoor’s miniliths (Gillings 2015a); monuments in miniature that 

prove not to be confined to Exmoor but noted from upland areas elsewhere in the country. 

The Exmoor settings are characterised by small upright stones (maximum 300mm high) 

often with packing stones or supporting slabs – ‘triggers’ – to hold the uprights in place 

(Gillings et al. 2010, 309-10). Having completed the decade of field study he was of the view 

that the locations chosen for stone settings were ‘in no way distinctive or special’ and nor 

could it be claimed that they could be seen from afar or were vantage points to enable the 

observer to look into the distance (Gillings 2015a., 91). In his earlier paper, however, Gillings 

and colleagues argued that the precise location of the settings may have been selected 

owing to their distinctiveness and the distinctiveness of the associated vegetation 

community. On Exmoor, they observed, many settings are on barely-covered rock surfaces 

so it may have been the case that whoever set them were intent on maximising their 

engagement with rock. This notion resonates equally well on Ingleborough’s pavements: 

assuming, that is, that in prehistoric times many of the pavements had a shallow veneer of 

soil and a ground-flora community.    

Tilley’s suggestion that the settings necessarily had geometric regularity was questioned by 

Gillings who preferred to see them having features in detail sufficiently distinct to enable 

differentiation between one site and another or one area or another (ibid., 96). He did, 

however, maintain the notion that Exmoor’s miniliths are seen in ‘close association’ with 

small cairns as well as boundaries and small settlement sites, cairns which were radiocarbon 

dated to the Late Neoliothic or Early Bronze Age though that does not necessarily equate to 

chronological comparability between settings and cairns (Gillings 2013). He also came to 

accept that there was more than likely a link between the settings and movements of people 

and livestock between uplands and valley bottoms (ibid., 102). More pertinently, perhaps, 

Gillings asked the critical question ‘what if the settings were not monuments at all?’. Maybe 

they should not be universally seen just as a type of miniature megalithic monument but also 

as features in the landscape connected with seasonal livestock movement: in other words 

they served no single all-embracing purpose. Mitcham (2016, 332-34) concurred with this 

view and also noted from his fieldwork associations between stone settings and ‘small and 

insubstantial’ cairns less than 500mm high and up to 1.6m in diameter which lack a 

‘significant surface signature’ (ibid., 12).  

Some parallels can be teased out between Tilley’s and Gillings’ work on the one hand and 

Ingleborough on the other. Both Exmoor/Bodmin Moor and Ingleborough have small upright 

stones – the miniliths – and there are links between settings and cairns in both, but any link 

with livestock movement or management on the latter can emphatically be discounted. 

There is no way, even going back into late prehistory, that the limestone pavements which 

now have stone settings were ever fully grassed over or suitable for driving stock. Yet, this 

writer has observed on several occasions rare-breed cattle making their way through broken 
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pavement where narrow discontinuous strips of grass provided them with a (just) navigable 

passage.  

Close investigation of miniliths on Exmoor by Douglas Mitcham caused him to conclude that 

they probably had significance in peoples’ lives and farming practices in addition to having a 

role in less practical aspects of their lives: in other words, he saw some element of ritualistic 

relevance and perceived the stone settings as ‘sentient beings’ facilitating human 

interactions with different kinds of ‘place’, be they meeting places, transitional locales, 

boundaries, spiritual sites (such as springs or wetlands), or liminal places (Mitcham 2016, 

336-38). In short, Mitcham perceived stone settings as multi-functional objects mediating 

between the down-to-earth practical and the immaterial symbolic within peoples’ travails. 

Gillings et al. (2010, 315) ruled out any astronomical or funerary links but accepted the 

possibility that the settings could have acted as place or event markers for ‘orchestrating’ 

links between people and landscape, emphasising (to us) the intimately strong links that 

existed between the people and their landscape.  

Recently published interpretive work on stone rows in Britain has suggested a wide range of 

possible purposes of the many and varied examples to be seen across the country (Gerrard 

2019). Gerrard pondered whether or not stone rows served a single purpose while 

recognising that the huge variety of stone row forms demands a measured and nuanced 

analytical approach rather than automatically assuming that ritual lay at the core. His work 

concluded that 41 per cent of all stone rows (of those he analysed) terminate in a funerary or 

ritual edifice and that 55 per cent are located in the vicinity of burial features. As he quite 

correctly pointed out, though, it cannot be assumed in all or any cases that stone rows and 

burial sites were coeval even if there appears to be a spatial relationship between them. 

Several of his suggested purposes can be briefly considered in relation to Ingleborough’s 

(few) stone rows (or alignments): 

1. processional ways – this concept does not fit at all                                                                     

2. astronomical observations and/or solar alignments – this also does not fit                                   

3. boundary markers – there is no discernible evidence                                                                

4. route markers – as no. 3                                                                                                              

5. making architectural or artistic statements- those around Ingleborough are probably not 

sufficiently dramatic though it is beyond doubt that many may have been designed to make 

an aesthetic statement given their distinctive profiles and odd shapes                                                                 

6. meeting places – there is no evidence to accept or reject this notion                                                   

7. navigational tools – this is unlikely for Ingleborough                                                                    

8. memorials to the dead, presumably if linked to funerary monuments – if this be the case 

then it has relevance for some of Ingleborough’s stone alignments                                                 

9. Totems, with different stone rows representing different kin or social groups to ‘reinforce 

the unique cultural identity’ of those who had placed the stones and to emphasise ancestry 

and ‘affiliation with a specific geographic space’. Gerrard favours this as a sound and 

attractive option to explain why stone rows were erected. In this writer’s opinion, the idea 

does make sense in the context of Ingleborough though how one could ever prove it is 

another matter.   

Where, then, do all these hypotheses and interpretations leave us? Close – and loose – 

parallels between Ingleborough and Westmorland Dales stone settings and the miniliths of 

Exmoor and Bodmin Moor, and stone rows, have been alluded to in the discussion above 
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and one conclusion is immediately apparent: in all the areas these monuments-in-miniature 

had until the start of this decade not received the attention they deserve, possibly because 

they did not chime with appreciation of the attention-grabbing megalithic type of monument 

that most observers associate with late prehistory. There is another, much more prosaic, 

explanation: they were not seen for what they are or, perhaps, not seen at all. They were 

certainly dismissed, by some around Ingleborough at least, as a form of landscape graffiti 

idly undertaken by those with time on their hands, or as livestock rubbing posts or markers of 

buried sheep. As Gillings (2015b) has propounded, these minor lithic monuments are 

undoubtedly more present in the landscape than had been previously acknowledged, a point 

that will be revisited later            

Ethnographic parallels 

There is evidence of practices that were maintained until recent historical times – and 

possibly even more recently in some areas – in Slovenia of erecting pointed (spike-like) 

slabs of stone, called špičneki, at the entrance to someone’s property in the belief that by 

pointing to the heavens the stones would ward off hail and storms. Similar ethnic beliefs are 

also known from parts of Poland and Croatia. In Slovenia baba stones were linked in 

peoples’ minds to weather and land potential and shepherds heading for the mountains were 

wont to leave offerings of coins or bread on baba stones to encourage baba not to bring 

hostile weather.3 Baba can be translated as grandmother and most probably referred to 

Mother Earth.  

Indigenous peoples in Arctic Norway, specifically the Saami, also imbued specific landscape 

features with supernatural properties holding that natural sacred sites were one element of a 

‘wider system of belief that had profound consequences for the ways in which landscape 

was perceived’ (Bradley 2007, 11). These natural features assisted the people in 

understanding their place in the world. Of direct relevance to Ingleborough, perhaps, is that 

the Saami chose stones for their distinctive shape (this writer’s emphasis). Bradley promoted 

the view that natural places acquired significance in the minds of people in the past (ibid., 

35), that the sacred stones were closely connected with the perceived role of natural places, 

and that such landscapes had in themselves special connotations (ibid., 36). He also 

expressed the notion that today’s prehistorians tend to focus on individual monuments in a 

given landscape rather than on the landscape within which they sit possibly because natural 

places have long since lost much of their power in our ways of thinking (ibid., 147, 161).  

This all makes for a very thought-provoking hypothesis, as do those expressed by other 

students of Arctic traditions and beliefs.4 Peter Davidson (2005) has described the 

significance of stone, especially during the Neolithic, with piles of stone having been created, 

not designed like a megalith to be espied from afar but to gradually reveal themselves to the 

approaching traveller. He also recounted the belief that the heaped stones covered or hid 

what was perceived by local inhabitants as liminal space. 

Norman Hallendy (2015) wrote of figures within a landscape made of stones or boulders 

across Inuit territory piled up so that they could communicate with people; indeed some of 

these Inuksuk (pl. Inuksuit) were built with human forms. As far as is known, these figures 

were used for a variety of purposes – to aid navigation through little known territory, as 

                                                
3
 I am grateful to Miles Newman for drawing this to my attention. 

4
 I am grateful for this introduction to volunteer Geraldine Norman. 
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‘message boards’ for other travellers, for stashing food or, very differently, as objects of 

veneration set within the Inuit spiritual landscape. Hallendy also described the figures as 

sometimes composed of just one upright slab, its size and shape having been dictated by 

local geology: these stones were called by the Inuit ‘deconfusers’. Yet again, there are stone 

arrangements or stones laid out in a linear manner. In all these instances the stone figures 

were valued through the generations.  

Not everyone accepts the validity of ethnographic parallels but the relevance of discussing 

these Northern scenarios should be apparent to even the most sceptical reader. There is 

nothing unique about the stone settings around Ingleborough and some of the notions 

behind Inuit – or traditional Slavic – belief systems have commonalities on Ingleborough’s 

limestone pavements. Landscapes and rock have been important to humankind probably 

since time immemorial.   

Before attempting the perilous task of addressing the rationale behind Ingleborough’s stone 

settings, it is worth bearing in mind that people in the past had their own possibly distinct 

ideas a nd perceptions of their landscape as a whole and as individual elements within that 

landscape and, furthermore, of how they related to the landscape.               

Team deliberations 

As stated earlier, each survey team was asked to discuss their findings and to make salient 

though necessarily speculative points concerning what ‘their’ stone settings might mean. By 

design, there was no cross-dissemination of ideas with the other teams yet it is remarkable 

that similar points were made by the teams. This section therefore relies heavily on 

comments made by all team members.  

Everyone was unanimous in concluding that the upright stones had been deliberately 

placed, or set, in position: of this there can be no doubt. There are no geomorphological 

processes that could have ripped large slabs of horizontal pavement, moved them laterally 

and tipped them through 90 degrees into narrow grikes. This applies to all the set stones; it 

applies most emphatically to those where small packing stones had been used as wedges to 

hold the slabs in position. What was seen on all the pavements with stone settings is human 

agency. 

In some cases stones seem to have been set in a random fashion with no obvious reason 

why ‘this’ slab was set ‘there’: however, looking at this issue with modern eyes and thought 

processes may have no relevance to those of whoever placed the stones in the first place. 

Limestone pavements are inherently different from most land surfaces in the Dales and it 

may not be too far-fetched to perceive this spectacular and prominent landscape element as 

in some way special – or even deviant in a non-negative way. The vertical cracks within the 

pavements – the grikes – are a ‘noticeable void’ in limestone pavements and the scale of 

some grike systems, with depths exceeding 2m or even 3m where it is difficult to make out 

their basal surface, have generated emotions and a sense of awe in people for decades, if 

not longer. How, then, might our distant ancestors have perceived them?  

There is a very strong likelihood that the grikes were not soil filled when the slabs were set 

within them as it would have added another dimension of difficulty for those who placed 

them if they first had to dig out the soil. Having said this, a number of limestone pavements 
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have woodland-indicator species within the grikes though this does not point to any 

significant soil depth. Deep and ‘closed’ grikes replicate the shady nature of a woodland floor 

providing suitable habitat for such species. Some pavements today have a rich and dense 

biodiversity at understory and tree levels, notably Colt Park Wood and parts of Scar Close 

and Sleights Pasture Rocks pavements. Perhaps significantly, none of these has any stone 

settings.                       

It is generally accepted that – in the later prehistoric periods at least – landscapes were seen 

as an exploitable resource and one can extrapolate from this different types of landscape 

being set aside for different purposes. These would have encompassed rich grassland for 

intensive livestock grazing, moorland as low-intensity rough pasture, woodlands for a broad 

array of uses from timber harvesting through cattle browsing and swine foraging to human 

gathering of nature’s seasonal harvest, and peat bogs for gathering building material and 

fuel. How would limestone pavements have fitted into this division of daily activity? There is 

archaeological evidence from some pavements that there was sufficient soil cover to warrant 

settlement and agricultural uses, notably on Keld Bank (SD749 773) where there is a very 

extensive system of walled enclosures and at least two surviving rounded structures, or in 

Gauber Limekiln Pasture Rocks (SD765 786) with its enigmatic and disputed early medieval 

‘farmstead’. The same can be seen on Malham Moor. These are exceptions: most 

pavements around Ingleborough, and some in the Westmorland Dales, are totally devoid of 

settlement or field systems. If the notion that limestone pavements were indeed perceived as 

‘different’, as suggested above, the possibility lies open that they were set aside and 

preserved – in other words ‘othered’ – for activities that did not fall within the remit of the 

daily grind.  

Taking this hypothesis further, we must consider if the upright stones were placed to leave a 

mark on this special landscape, either by individuals, small family groups or co-operatively 

by larger social kinships imbued with some metaphysical purpose to link family with kinship 

group, clan and territory. There is an almost bewildering range of potential catalysts for this: 

1. The individual stone settings may have been related with some reference to the wider 

landscape, such as the imposing bulk of Ingleborough, especially for those stone settings on 

the broad west-facing limestone pavement terraces below Falls Foot and The Arks.  

2. Alternatively, they stones may have acted as processional – dare one proffer ritualistic – 

markers of specific past or present events or locations that resonated with family or kinship 

groups. 

3. The settings – individual stones and groups of several set stones – could also have been 

placed at a spot which created a visual memorial of someone departed, whether as a 

cremation-grave marker or to keep in the collective mind a spot that meant something deep 

to the departed person.                       

4. At a less arcane level, they could have acted as pathway or route markers across their 

territory or, indeed, as territorial markers. 

5. If our distant ancestors viewed the underworld in the same way as many modern societies 

look upwards to the heavens (not just Christians), were potholes, caves and grikes seen as 

the entrance to that underworld, a conduit between the living world and the dead? It cannot 

be mere coincidence that so many small burial cairns and stone settings are to be found 
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along the western terraces where there are impressive potholes and cave systems like 

Meregill Hole (SD740 757), Hardrawkin Pot (SD745 768) and Hallam Moss Cave (SD738 

757), and huge subsidence hollows like Great Douk Cave (SD747 770) and Braithwaite Wife 

Hole (SD742 762). Although some cave systems do occur in the Westmorland Dales they 

generally lack the impressive entrances and huge subsistence hollows found around 

Ingleborough.  

6. Assuming that the settings fall within the late prehistoric period, these relatively minor 

created landscape features may have had a connection with the monument building era as 

replications in miniature of megaliths seen elsewhere or described by visitors from afar. Is it 

justifiable to describe these features as miniliths? There is a contrary belief, however, that 

the Exmoor settings are not replications – or models in miniature – of larger monuments 

seen elsewhere (pers. comm. Douglas Mitcham). 

7. It is unlikely given the seemingly random distribution of many of the settings that the 

individual stones were linked in any way with astronomical occurrences or lunar alignments, 

but the idea must remain on the table. 

8. More prosaically, perhaps, because so many of the slabs selected by whoever set them 

upright have such distinctive profiles they may have been imbued with particular meanings 

and resonances in their own right, possibly just as aesthetically pleasing creations or 

because of their perceived zoomorphic or anthropomorphic properties. The giving of names 

to many of the stones by the three survey teams adds credence to this hypothesis.  

The new and somewhat intriguing concept of ‘terrain echo’ may have some applicability. 

Some of the settings have holes: is it valid to think of the holes possessing an aural aspect? 

In other words, could the noise made by strong wind passing through the holes have driven 

away evil spirits or had some significance to whoever placed the stones? Equally intriguing, 

perhaps, is the notion that in the eyes of the people involved the settings may have asserted 

some kind of dominance over the surrounding landscape or drawn attention to the 

importance of stone for other kin groups. 

Several possible suggestions can be dismissed with short shrift. Firstly, that the upright 

stones are markers where farmers buried dead sheep to avoid the trouble of taking them off 

the hill. If this were a credible reason, one would have to wonder why there were/are so 

many incompetent farmers: there are scores of stone settings. Equally, given that limestone 

is alkaline, why are there no skeletal remains visible below the slabs within the grikes; and 

how did they manage to shove bloated carcasses down very narrow grikes. Add to all this, 

why would farmers have gone to all the trouble of riving slabs off the clints and heaving them 

through 90 degrees ... especially as this presupposes they carried a crowbar around with 

them on the fell. On remote limestone pavements this argument has no credibility 

whatsoever, most emphatically so where chock stones are in place. On the same fanciful 

level of probability is the suggestion that the slabs were rammed into deep grikes as a 

deterrent to sheep to keep away. 

A second argument can be dismissed, namely that the stone slabs had been stacked ready 

for carting off the hill to be sold as rockery stone. This did happen, on Scales Moor and west 

of Selside, but surviving abandoned stacks are precisely that – stacks of stones laid in 

accessible lines, not stones rammed into grikes scattered across inaccessible pavement.  
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Furthermore, it has been suggested that nets were strung between individual settings to act 

as rabbit traps; and that the settings were used as target practice by shotgun owners. It may 

be that in modern times some settings were incidentally used in these ways but to suggest 

they were all erected to serve these ends has no validity. 

During Phase 2 a team led by volunteer Mike Short surveyed two discrete limestone 

pavements (Pavement no. 22) to the south of the Ingleborough massif, within Oxenber 

Wood (centred on NGR SD783 684), where on a previous walk he had spotted potential 

settings. Close examination, however, proved they were not settings: evidence on the 

ground showed the whole area had been heavily exploited for stone – for rockeries or 

walling – on an almost industrial scale in modern times. None of the putative settings met 

any of the project’s criteria. Though this particular survey may at first sight retrospectively be 

seen as a waste of time, it strongly confirms the validity of logged settings across all the 

other pavements. It was obvious to the survey team here that the Oxenber features were 

different from those across Ingleborough and Scales Moor and in the Westmorland Dales.      

Finally, limestone pavements on the Burren in County Clare provide yet another parallel to 

Ingleborough’s stone settings. A recent communication to this writer confirmed that there are 

‘plenty of uprights in pavement, some old, but some more recent’.5 This cries out for 

investigation.  

Concluding Comment 

Perhaps this discussion can be brought to a close by considering the thoughts of the 

eminent archaeologist Sir Barry Cunliffe regarding prehistoric monuments in Brittany 

(Cunliffe 2021, 47). He wrote ‘Humans share with other animals the desire to mark their 

territory and to impose themselves in some way upon the natural world’. Referring 

specifically to Breton menhirs, he argued that ‘... [w]hether they represent statements of 

ownership or engagement with the gods, they are a clear reminder of the cohesiveness of 

society and of a desire to express identity’. 

Both these concepts can be applied to the stone settings on so many of the limestone 

pavements around Ingleborough and across the Westmorland Dales. Their dating attribution 

cannot be proven but there can be no doubt that whoever set them in place did indeed 

impose themselves on these two landscapes and must surely be perceived as expressing 

group identity regardless how large the groups concerned were. 
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Appendix 1: a brief survey of the lichens on selected placed stones, Southerscales 

Scars, Ingleborough, North Yorkshire 

Dr Allan Pentecost, King’s College, London, August 2019 

Introduction 

A brief survey was requested of the lichens colonising selected stone settings of 

Carboniferous Limestone on Ingleborough Hill, North Yorkshire. This survey includes a list of 

the species present, their relative abundance and position on the stones, and some notes on 

their ecology and potential for dating the stones. 

Although a reasonable amount of information on the lichens of Ingleborough is available, 

little of this has been published to date. The lichens of the Carboniferous Limestone of the 

Yorkshire Dales have also received some attention, particularly in the area surrounding 

Malham Tarn. Here there is available a lichen-flora (Seaward & Pentecost 2001), a 

limestone wall study (Pentecost et al. 2017) and a study of the bird-perch lichens on 

prominent limestone outcrops (Jaggard et al. 1974). There are several other pertinent 

studies further afield dealing with the growth rates of limestone lichens (Armstong & Bradwell 

2010) and the bioerosion of lichens on limestone (Moses & Smith 1993; Viles 1998). The 

latest edition of the lichen-flora of Britain contains descriptions of all of known British lichens 

(Smith et al. 2009). 

A glossary of terms is added below. 
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Method 

A list of seven stone settings on the Southerscales Scars (Pavement Code 13) was provided 

along with brief descriptions and national grid references. Three visits were undertaken to 

examine the stones. These consisted of a preliminary visit to understand their settings and 

two other visits to obtain detailed information on their lichen-flora. All stones were narrow 

and were treated as vertical and two-dimensional for the assessment (Figs. 1 and 2). 

Aspects were determined with a compass, and the maximum height and width measured 

above the level of the surrounding pavement. Apart from stones 2A and 2B, all were 

exposed to the elements. Stones 2A and 2B were partly shaded by a small tree. The stones 

were carefully examined for their lichens. Species on each side of the stone were listed 

separately along with estimated of abundance as percentage area. In a few cases, small 

samples of lichen had to be removed to check identification under the microscope.   

Results and Discussion 

The results of this study are shown in Table 1. A total of twenty-three lichen species was 

found with a single small tuft of the moss Syntrichia intermedia on stone 2B.  Of the lichens, 

the most frequent in terms of occurrence, in descending order, were Verrucaria baldensis, V. 

Nigrescens, Aspicilia calcarea, Caloplaca flavescens and Protoblastenia rupestris. The most 

frequent in terms of area covered (mean percent area shown for all stones examined) were 

Verrucaria baldensis (40), Aspicilia calcarea (3.8), Caloplaca flavescens (1.3), Xanthoria 

parietina (1.1) and Verrucaria nigrescens (0.8). The total area of lichen cover averaged 49 

per cent. 

Most significant in the lichen flora was Verrucaria baldensis, a crustose species with minute 

immersed fruiting bodies looking like pin pricks on the rock surface (see Figure 2). The 

thallus of this species is endolithic and the edge of the lichen is often difficult to determine. 

Despite its abundance and importance as a limestone coloniser, it is impractical to measure 

its growth-rate, and in fact this does not appear to ever have been attempted. It is a common 

species of exposed hard limestone but requires prolonged periods of wetting.  The next most 

significant species is Aspicilia calcarea.  This lichen is of interest for two reasons. First it is a 

good indicator of eutrophication by birds and is rarely found away from bird-perching or 

roosting sites. This was well brought out in this survey since the placed stones make good 

look-outs and the species was frequent upon them, but on the adjacent pavement it was 

absent owing to the lack of enrichment. The second reason is its potential for dating stones. 

The thallus is epilithic and has a well-defined margin. Growth measurements are therefore 

possible. In fact the thallus edge is sometimes zoned with ‘annual growth’ rings allowing 

estimates to be made in the field (see Figure 2).  During the survey, five such measurements 

were obtained: 1.5, 1.5, 1.4, 1.0, 1.4mm, giving an average annual radial growth rate of 

1.36mm per year. This is close to a rate of 1.1mm/a obtained by F. Sowter (1950) for this 

species.  Large thalli of this Aspicilia were detected on two of the stones, stone 3 (170mm 

diameter) and stone 4A (190mm), giving age estimates of sixty-three and seventy years 

respectively. However caution must be used since thalli often fuse together (see Figure 2) 

and in such cases the age of the lichen is much reduced. These are therefore maximum age 

estimates. The next two species in terms of area covered are ‘yellow bird perch’ species and 

these are usually, and not surprisingly, associated with the Aspicilia. They are the placodioid 

Caloplaca flavescens and the foliose Xanthoria parietina (see Figure 1). Their brilliant yellow 

pigmentation makes these lichens easy to spot and the former is the more common 
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generally on Ingleborough. This is probably because Xanthoria prefers sites with more 

regular enrichment and tends to be restricted to particularly prominent sites. Such was the 

case here where it was only found on the tallest of the stones. Caloplaca flavescens forms 

neat orange-yellow colonies closely appressed to the rock, but its growth rate appears never 

to have been measured (Fig. 3). In the closely related C. aurantia a value of 2 mm/a has 

been reported (Sowter 1950). If flavescens has a similar growth rate then the thalli were ten-

twenty years old. Of the remaining species mention may be made of Protoblastenia 

rupestris, a crustose species with orange-brown fruit and Verrucaria nigrescens, another 

crust that resembles a tar stain with black perithecia (see Figure 2). They are both common 

limestone lichens that prefer damp limestones probably explaining their comparative scarcity 

on the uprights here. One final observation was the strong contrast between the west-facing 

and east-facing stones. In all cases, the east-facing stones had the greatest lichen cover, 

and bird-perch species were particularly prominent. This is likely to result from two factors. 

First, the west-facing stones face the prevailing wind and will therefore dry out more rapidly, 

making the habitat more difficult for lichen colonisation and growth. Second, any bird 

perching on these stones will face into the wind so that the business end overlooks the 

opposite or east-facing surface. This has in fact been observed on the volcanic rocks in 

Snowdonia but applies just as much to the Carboniferous limestone. Allen & Hilton (2016) 

also recently noted this on some gravestones. 

It may therefore be concluded that the stone settings provide interesting sites for lichen 

colonisation. There is one species of particular interest for dating, Aspicilia calcarea, but it is 

unlikely to provide information on the placing of the stones if this occurred more than a 

century ago. More research on stone biokarstification might provide better clues to their age, 

but little has as yet been achieved in this field. 

Glossary 

Biokarstification     Process by which organisms such as lichens break down the limestone 

surface sometimes producing a characteristic surface. 

Enrichment/eutrophication    Process of addition of nutrients, especially combined nitrogen 

and phosphorus. This may be from animal excreta, agricultural dust or the atmosphere. 

Endolithic   A lichen that is largely, or entirely, growing beneath the rock surface. 

Epilithic       A lichen that grows entirely upon the rock surface. 

Perithecium  A small flask-shaped body containing the spores of lichens and used in 

reproduction. 

Thallus   A lichen unit equivalent to a plant in botany.  Lichens are not 76ecognized as plants 

but as fungi even though they contain algae. 
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Fig. 1 Stone 13.3 looking at the east-facing side showing colonisation by the yellow species Caloplaca 

flavescens and Xanthoria parietina. (Allan Pentecost, August 2019) 

 

 

Fig. 2 Stone 13.3, west-facing side, showing white thalli of Aspicilia calcarea. Note the large 

composite thallus consisting of several individuals, 70 mm across. Annual growth lines can be seen in 

some areas. The black patches are of Verrucaria nigrescens with diffuse patches of V. Baldensis 

above and to the right of the large Aspicilia. (Allan Pentecost) 
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Table 1 Lichen cover data for seven placed stones 

Stone no 1 1 2a 2a 2b 2b 3 3 4a 4a 4b 4b 5 5 

Grid ref. 
74189  
76408 

 

74178  
76436 

 

74178  
76436 

 

74040  
76105 

 

74065  
76157 

 

74065  
76157 

 

74134  
76298 

 
Aspect (degrees) 0 180 140 320 110 290 50 230 70 250 50 230 110 290 

Height cm 50 
 

52 
 

15 
 

85 
 

32 
 

45 
 

33 
 

Width max cm 45 
 

100 
 

60 
 

35 
 

40 
 

80 
 

75 
 

               LICHEN COVER % 
              Aspicilia calcarea 
  

5 0.5 
  

15 10 20 0.2 2 0.5 
  Bilimbia sabuletorum 

   
0.1 

          Caloplaca citrina s. lato 0.3 
  

0.1 0.2 
 

2 1 3 
 

0.1 
   Caloplaca dichroa 

             
1 

Caloplaca flavescens 
  

3 0.5 5 0.5 8 
   

0.2 0.2 
 

0.5 

Catillaria lenticularis 1 2 
 

0.5 
  

0.1 
 

0.2 
 

0.1 
  

0.2 

Clauzadea immersa 
     

0.5 
        Lecanora albescens 

      
0.1 0.2 0.1 

   
0.2 0.1 

Lecanora crenulata 
       

0.1 
      Opegrapha sp 

          
0.1 

   Petractis clausa 
           

3 
  Phaeophyscia orbicularis 

     
0.1 

       Physcia adscendens 
      

2 
       Porina linearis 0.1 

   
0.1 

     
0.5 

   Protoblastenia 
incrustans 0.2 

   
0.5 

     
0.1 

  
1 

Protoblastenia rupestris 0.2 2 
 

0.1 1 0.5 
     

0.1 0.1 0.2 

Solenopsora candicans 
      

0.1 
       Thelidium decipiens 

         
2 0.1 

 
3 

 
Thelidium papulare 

             
4 

Verrucaria baldensis 75 5 80 60 20 80 6 10 25 15 80 30 15 60 

Verrucaria hochstetteri 
   

0.1 
   

0.1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

0.1 

Verrucaria nigrescens 2 0.2 
 

0.1 2 1 2 0.1 0.5 0.2 1 0.4 2 0.2 

Xanthoria parietina 
      

15 
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Fig. 3   Caloplaca flavescens (Smardale, Cumbria) (Allan Pentecost) 
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